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A relationship between parallel rewriting systems and two-way machines is investigated. 
Restrictions on the “copying power” of these devices endow them with rich structuring 
and give insight into the issues of determinism, parallelism, and copying. Among the 
parallel rewriting systems considered are t,he top-down tree transducer, the generalized 
syntax-directed translation scheme and the ETOL system, and among the two-way 
machines are the tree-walking automaton, the two-way finite-state transducer, and 
(generalizations of) the one-way checking stack automaton. The relationship of these 
devices to macro grammars is also considered. An effort is made to provide a systematic 
survey of a number of existing results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we make an effort to provide a systematic survey of the relationships 
between top-down tree transducers, generalized syntax-directed translation, L systems 
(in particular ETOL systems), two-way transducers, and checking machines (and, 
additionally, macro grammars). We investigate in particular the effect of restricting the 
“copying power” of these devices. The need for such a survey was prompted by the 
presence (in the literature) of quite a number of partial connections, together with the 
similarity between certain results in seemingly unconnected areas. 

As a systematic approach to language definition we will use the concept of output- 
language of a transducer. In fact, a transducer may be viewed both as a generating device 
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(grammar) and as a recognizing device (acceptor) of its output language. The transducer 
is considered to be a grammar by viewing each of its computations as a derivation, the 
output of the computation as the generated string and its input as a control string of the 
derivation. The transducer is considered to be an acceptor by viewing its output as an 
input to the acceptor and its input as a preset memory of the acceptor (for instance, if 
the transducer is two way then the preset memory is a checking stack). Analogous remarks 
hold for trees instead of strings. 

The main two models that we will use in this way to present this survey are the 
following. 

(1.) The top-down tree transducer [48, 56, 9, 181, which serves as a model of the 
generalized syntax-directed translation (GSDT) of [4], and simultaneously, by restricting 
the input trees to be monadic (i.e., “vertical strings”) and taking yields of the output 
trees, as a model of the (controlled) ETOL systems of [49], see [6, 201. By viewing the 
top-down tree transducer as a grammar as explained above we obtain, therefore, a 
generalization of the ETOL system which may still be called a parallel rewriting system. 
The parallelism of the system is twofold: first, an independent parallelism (due to 
processing different input subtrees) and second, a dependent or synchronized parallelism 
(due to different processing of a single input subtree); only the second kind of parallelism 
is present in ETOL systems. Bounding the copying power of top-down tree transducers 
(i.e., the number of translations that can be made of each input subtree; see [4]) corre- 
sponds then to bounding the index (i.e., the number of nonterminals in each sentential 
form) of ETOL systems [50, 621. 

(2.) A “new” tree-to-string transducer called checking tree pushdown transducer 
(or shortly ct-pd transducer). Such a pushdown transducer has an input tree, a pushdown 
memory, an output. string, and a finite control with three pointers: one to a node of the 
input tree, one to the top of the pushdown tape, and one to the end of the output tape. 
The two elementary moves of the transducer are (depending, of course, on the label of 
the input node and the topsymbol of the pushdown) to move up to the father of the 
node and simultaneously pop the pushdown, or to move down to a (specific) son of the 
node and simultaneously push a symbol on the pushdown (and, in both cases, produce 
some output string). Thus the movements down and up the tree are synchronized with 
the pushes and pops on the pushdown, respectively. 

By taking monadic input trees (i.e., strings) and viewing the transducer as an acceptor, 
as described above, we obtain the checking stack-pushdown (cs-pd) automaton of [61, 
261, equivalent to the ETOL system [6j], and by dropping the pushdown memory we 
obtain the tree-walking automaton of [4], equivalent to the top-down tree transducer 
with bounded copying power [4]. Taking both restrictions simultaneously (i.e., monadic 
input trees and no pushdown) results in the usual two-way finite-state transducer (or 
two-way gsm) of [3] and (viewed as an acceptor) the usual (one-way) checking stack 
automaton of [31]. 

The above two models are introduced in Sections 3 and 4 of this paper. Section 3 
contains the definition of the top-down tree transducer together with several restrictions 
on its copying power, and its restriction to ETOL systems. The results in this section 
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provide an insight into the nature of the resulting restrictions on the generating power 
of the top-down tree transducer. In Section 4 the ct-pd transducer is defined and it is 
shown that it has the same generating power as the top-down tree transducer. This is 
the main result linking the parallel rewriting systems (of model (1)) to the two-way 
machines (of model (2)). It is then shown which restrictions on the ct-pd transducer 
correspond to the above restrictions on the top-down tree transducer. At the end of the 
section a comparison is made with several classes of stack automata and macro grammars 
considered in [26]. 

In Section 5 of this paper we consider the closure properties of the classes of languages 
defined by the above devices. Apart from the usual AFL and hyper-AFL operations we 
investigate closure under two-way deterministic finite-state transducers (and show, for 
instance, that the class of ranges of GSDT mappings is closed under such transducers). 

Section 6 contains a discussion of macro grammars which are related to ETOL systems 
by their fixed-point characterization [13]. It turns out that the restrictions on the copying 
power of ETOL systems is related to both the copying power of the corresponding 
macro grammars and the number of arguments of their nonterminals. 

Generalized macro grammars may be viewed as a particular kind of bottom-up tree 
transducer, equivalent to the top-down tree transducer. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We assume the reader to be familiar with formal language theory [36, 521 and some 
tree language theory [57, 58, 59, 211. In this section we fix some notation and recall some 
facts. 

For a finite set A, #(A) denotes its cardinality. 
For a string w, / w 1 denotes its length and alp/r(w) the set of symbols occurring in w 

(i.e., alph(w) is the smallest alphabet Z such that w E Z*). The empty string is denoted 
by A, thus 1 X 1 = 0 and alph(h) = 0. A language is X-free if it does not contain X. 

x = {x1 ) x2 ) x3 )... } is a denumerably infinite set of variables, X,, = o and, for 
n 3 1, x, = {x1, x2 )..., x,}. In examples we will use x, y, z ,... rather than x1, xa , xa ,... . 
For an alphabet Z and strings w0 E (2 u X,)* and wr ,..., w, E Z* (rr > 0), w,,[wr ,..., w,] 
denotes the result of substituting tii for xi in w,, (1 < i < n). 

A gsm mapping is a mapping from languages into languages realized by a (nondeter- 
ministic) generalized sequential machine (i.e., a finite-state automaton which outputs a 
string for each input symbol, as defined in [36]). Similarly, a sequential machine mapping 
is a mapping from languages to languages realized by a (nondeterministic) sequential 
machine, i.e., a gsm which outputs one symbol for each input symbol. The classes of 
regular, linear, and context-free languages will be denoted by REG, LIN, and CF, 
respectively. 

In the rest of this section we recall some tree terminology. An alphabet Z is ranked if 
2 = Uz==, Z,, , where the & are (not necessarily disjoint) subsets of Z such that only 
finitely many of them are nonempty. If 0 E .& , then we say that 0 has rank n. A tree over C 
is either a symbol of rank 0 or a string of the form u(tl *.. t,), where 0 has rank n and ti 
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is a tree over ..Z’ (1 < i < n). The set of all trees over Z is denoted TX , thus Tz _C 

(Z ” {( > )>I** A t ree language over Z is a subset of Tz . If Y is a set of strings, then 
T,[Y] is the smallest set of strings such that L’,, U Y C T,[Y] and if u E & and ti E T,[Y] 
for 1 < i < n, then u(ti *a* tn) E T,[Y]. Thus Tz = T,[D]. 

We shall also employ the usual more intuitive terminology concerning the above- 
defined finite labeled ordered rooted trees. Figure 1 displays the tree t = b(aa(fg) c(d)) 
over the ranked alphabet Z with Z0 = (a, d,f, g}, Z1 = {c}, ,?& = {a} and Za = {b) (and 
& = 0 otherwise). The root of t is the node labeled b. The nodes labeled f and g are 
the first and second son of the rightmost node labeled a, and the latter is their father. The 
father is connected to its sons by arcs. A path is a sequence of connected arcs. The tree 
u(fg) is a subtree of t with (the rightmost) a as root. The nodes labeled a, f, g, and d are 
the leaves oft, and its yield is ufgd. The height oft is 3. 

Formally, for a ranked alphabet ,Z, t, is a subtree of t, is t, = utie, for some U, v E 
(Z u {( , )})*. The yield and height are defined formally as follows: 

(i) for o E Z,, , yield(u) = u and height (u) = 1; 

(ii) for u E 2, (n > l), yield(u(t, *a* t,)) = yield(t,) *** yield(t,) and height(u(t, ... t,J) 
= 1 + max{height(tJ ] 1 < i < n). 

Thus yield(t) E Z,, f. We will often abbreviate “yield” by “JJ”. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the notion of a (nondeterministic) finite tree 

automaton [57]. A tree language is recognizable if it can be accepted by a finite tree 
automaton. The class of recognizable tree languages will be denoted by REC. For 
properties of REC see [57-59, 211. We only recall that y(REC) = CF. A finite-state 
relabeling is a mapping realized by a (top-down or bottom-up) finite tree automaton which 
changes the symbols on the tree; it is the tree analog of the sequential machine mapping. 
The notions of deterministic top-down and deterministic bottom-up finite-state relabeling 
should be clear; more formal definitions will be given in Definition 3.1.7 of Section 3 
(see also [18, 191). 

A ranked alphabet Z is monadic if Z = Z,, = Zr and .?& = IZI for n > 2, i.e., each 
symbol in Z has ranks 0 and 1 and no other ranks. Trees and tree languages over such 
a .Z are also called monadic. We will identify an unranked alphabet Z with the correspond- 
ing monadic ranked alphabet, the monadic tree ui(ua(*** u,,(u,) a..)) with the string 

b 

FIG. 1. A labeled tree. 
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u1a2 *.* a,,.+, , and hence Tz with .Z+ and tree languages over .Z with (h-free) string 
languages over Z: Whenever it does not give rise to confusion, we will identify 2 with 
2’ = {L - {A} [L E e} for each class of languages !& It is easy to see that a class of 
string languages is closed under finite-state relabelings (when viewed as a class of monadic 
tree languages) iff it is closed under sequential machine mappings. Similarly, a h-free 
string language is recognizable (as a monadic tree language) iff it is regular; thus we 
identify REG with the monadic recognizable tree languages (modulo A). 

We close this section with the definition of a particular operation on tree languages 
called insertion of regular languages. Intuitively it generalizes to trees a kind of regular 
substitution: above each node of the tree a regular (monadic) tree language is substituted. 
The formal definition is as follows. Let d be an alphabet and Z a ranked alphabet. Let 
,Z u d be the ranked alphabet such that (Z u A), = Z; u d and (Z U LI)~ = 2:, for 
n # 1. Forw = S,6, *.. 6, E A* and t E Tz , we denote by w(t) the tree 6,(6,(*.* 8,(t) .o.)) 
over 2 u A. Let for each 0 E Z;, (n 3 0) a regular language fO C A * be specified. The 
mapping f from tree languages over .Z to tree languages over Z u d is defined by 

(9 for u E Zg ,f(u) = {w(u) I w Ef,}; 
(ii) for CT E Z;, (n 2 I), f(u(tl .** tn)) = (w(u(t; .a* tk)) 1 w ef, and ti Ef(ti)}; 

(iii) forLCT,,f(L)={f(t)ItEL}. 

The mapping f is called the insertion of the regular languages fm . If 2 is a class of 
tree languages such that if L E f! then f (L) E 2 f or each such mapping f, then f? is said 
to be closed under insertion of regular languages. It is easy to prove that REC is closed 
under insertion of regular languages. For monadic tree languages, insertion of regular 
languages is a special case of h-free regular substitution. Thus we can say that REG and 
CF are closed under insertion of regular languages. 

3. ETOL SYSTEMS AND TOP-DOWN TREE TRANSDUCERS 

In this section we study parallel rewriting systems, in particular the ETOL systems of 
[49] and the top-down tree transducers of [48, 56, 9, 181. Of particular interest to us are 
the ETOL languages and the top-down tree transformation languages defined, respectively, 
by these two devices. It is well known that the latter class, when restricted to monadic 
input tree languages, is equal to the class of ETOL languages [6, 201. In the same way 
deterministic ETOL systems (or EDTOL systema),correspond to deterministic top-down 
tree transducers. 

We will be concerned with putting bounds on the derivations of ETOL systems and 
top-down tree transducers. Intuitively, these bounds will restrict the copying facility (i.e., 
the number of translations that is made of a subtree) of tree transducers, and correspon- 
dingly the amount of parallelism (i.e., the number of “simultaneously active” symbols 
during derivations) of ETOL systems. In particular, ETOL systems of finite index 
(introduced in [50, 621) correspond to top-down tree transducers with bounded copying 
(discussed in [4]), and metalinear ETOL systems (introduced in [62, 511) correspond to 
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“metalinear” top-down transducers, i.e., transducers that are allowed to copy only in the 
first step of their computation. It should be clear that the number of states of a top- 
down tree transducer (the number of “active” symbols of an ETOL system) is directly 
related to its “copying power.” We will show that restricting the number of states gives 
rise to a proper hierarchy of tree transformation languages, with very simple counter- 
examples (viz., metalinear ETOL languages). This proves in one stroke that all the 
bounded classes which we consider are proper hierarchies with respect to their bounds. 
We then show that the properties of determinism, bounded copying, and metalinearity 
are increasingly restrictive for tree transformation languages and (independently) ETOL 
languages. In particular we state rather general resdlts showing that deterministic tree 
transformation languages are not closed under inverse homomorphism, bounded- 
copying tree transformation languages have semilinear Parikh sets, and metalinear tree 
transformation languages are not closed under Kleene star. As a byproduct we obtain 
the fact that &controlled EDTOL systems (for suitable 2, not containing CF) cannot 
generate all context-free languages, cf. [14]. 

This section is divided into three parts. The first part introduces the main notions to 
be used in the rest of this section as well as in the rest of this paper. Several already 
existing concepts are reformulated here in an attempt to bring forth the similarities 
between them. The second part contains the main results of this section whereas the 
last part is intended as a bridge between the first two sections. 

3.1. Terminology and Definitions 

A (nondeterministic) generalized sequential machine can be described by a rewriting 
system (a la [42]) with rules of the form q(ax) -+ wq’(x), where q and q’ are states, u is an 
input symbol, and w is an output string. Sentential forms of a derivation are of the form 
wq(a), where w is the output, q the state, and w the rest of the input at this moment of 
time. An application of the above rule consists of replacing q(qu) by wq’(u) (in a sentential 
form to which this rule is applied). The translation realized by the gsm consists of all 
pairs (9, w) such that q,,(w) 9 wq#), for an initial state q,, and some final state qf. 
Another way of looking at the rules is by interpreting them as recursive equations; thus 
the rule q(ax) -+ wq’(x) says that the q-translation of a string with first symbol a is equal, 
to w followed by the q’-translation of the rest of the string. From both points of view 
a very natural generalization of the gsm is obtained by allowing any number of translations 
(i.e., elements of the form q’(x)) to appear in the right-hand side of rules, mixed with 
output symbols. For example, a translation of the string Sanr into anbnfcndn may be 
described by the following rules: 

Such a device, called an ETOL system, is defined formally as follows. 

(3.1.1) DEFINITION. An ETOL system is a construct M = (Q, 2, A, q0 , R), where Q 
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is a finite set of states, .Z is the input alphabet, d is the output alphabet, q. E Q is the 
initial state, and R is a finite set of rules of the form 

with n 3 0; q, qI ,..., qn E Q; u E Z and w1 ,..., w,+~ E A*. M is deterministic (an EDTOL 
system) if different rules in R have different left-hand sides. 

A sentential form of M is a string in (A u Q(Z*))*, i.e., a string of the form 
% PI(%) u-2 P&h) ... u,p,(v,)u,+r with m > 0, pi E Q, ui E A* and vi E .Z:*. An ap- 
plication of the above rule to a sentential form si consists of replacing an occurrence of a 
substring q(a) in sr (for some v E Z*) by w,q,(v)w, ... w,q,(v)w,+l , resulting in a new 
sentential form s,; this direct derivation step between si and sa is denoted by sr z- s2 . 
A sequence of direct derivation steps sr =+ se * **+ +- sk is called a derivation and is 
denoted by sr 5 sk . 

If in a sentential form sr = zlr p,(v,)u, . . * u, pWl(v,)u,+, all pi(vi) are rewritten simul- 
taneously, by application of a rule to each of them, resulting in a new sentential form sa , 
then we have a parallel derivation step, denoted by sr =F=-~ sa . Parallel derivation is denoted 
by Sn. 

The translation realized by M is {(v, w) E Z* x A* 1 q,,(v) 3 w} and the Zanguage 
generated by M, denoted by L(M), is the range of this translation, i.e., L(M) = {w E A* 1 
qO(v) %- w for some a E Z*}. 1 

We denote by ETOL and EDTOL the classes of languages generated by ETOL and 
EDTOL systems, respectively. 

One should observe that parallel derivation is equivalent to the ordinary one, i.e., 
q0(4 ST w ifi qoW 5 w. Parallel derivation has the advantage that each sentential form 
obtained by it has the form wrp,(v) wzp,(v) ... w, pJv)w,+r , indicating precisely the 
output corresponding to an initial piece of input processed so far and the states with 
which the rest of the input, v, is to be translated. Thus in a parallel derivation one can 
keep track of the rest of the input separately. This also shows the equivalence of the above 
definition of ETOL system with the original one [49, 501: the elements of Q are usually 
called active symbols (or nonterminals), elements of Z are the tables, those of A are the 
nonactive symbols (or terminals), q0 is the axiom (or initial nonterminal), and the elements 
of R determine the rules in the tables of the ETOL system; to the rule displayed in 
Definition 3.1.1 corresponds the production q -+ w,q,w,q, *** wnqnw,+l in table u (and 
moreover, each table contains rules a - a for all a E A). A more formal proof of the 
equivalence of the above definition to the usual one is left to the reader (cf. Theorem 1 
of [50]). 

In ETOL systems additional generative power can be gained by controlling the deriva- 
tions of the system by a control language out of some class of languages, see [29, 71. In 
our version of ETOL systems this amounts to considering the image of a class of languages 
under ETOL translations. 

(3.1.2) DEFINITION. Let !G be a class of languages. An P-controlled ETOL system (or 
!&preset ETOL system) is a pair (M, L), where M = (Q, 2, A, q,, , R) is an ETOL 
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system, L C .Z:*, and L E L! (L is the control language). (M, L) is deterministic (an !i!- 
controlled EDTOL system) if M is deterministic. The language generated by (M, L) is 
M(L) = {w E A * I a44 9wforsomeweL). ( 

ETOL(2) and EDTOL(@ denote, respectively, the classes of languages generated by 
!&controlled ETOL and EDTOL systems. 

Note that, due to the form of the rules of an ETOL system, the control string h never 
produces a derivation. Hence M(L) = M[L - {A}) and ETOL(!G) = ETOL(!Z), where 
52 = {L - {h} 1 L E 2). 

We now define a number of restrictions on (controlled) ETOL systems, obtained by 
putting bounds on the derivations in these systems. 

(3.1.3) DEFINITION. Let L E I! be a (control) language, (M, L) an !&controlled 
ETOL system, M = (Q, 2, A, q,, , R), and k > 1 an integer. Consider a parallel 
derivation 

D,: qO(v) = w1 z w2 z w3 z ... s w, = w E A*. 

D, has state-bound k if for every i (1 < i < n) the number of different states that occur 
in wi is at most k. Thus when computing the state-bound of a derivation we do not 
count multiple occurrences of the same state in a sentential form. Note that every deriva- 
tion in M has state-bound #(Q) t rivially. The parallel derivation D, is of index k (or, 
has copying-bound k) if each ma contains at most k occurrences of states. Thus in the case 
of copying-bound all occurrences of states in a sentential form are taken into account. 

(M, L) has state-bound k {is of index k} if for every w E M(L) there exist ‘u EL and a 
parallel derivation q,,(v) %,, w with state-bound k (of index k}. (M, L) is jinite index (or 
finite copying) if (M, L) is of index k for some k. The same terminology holds for M if it 
is true of (M, Z*); note that M(Z*) = L(M). 

M is k-metalinear if (1) qO does not appear in the right-hand sides of rules of M and (2) 
for each rule q(m) -+ wIq1(x)w2 .*a w,q,(x)w,+l: if q = qO then n < k and if q # q,, then 
n < 1. (M, L) is k-metalinear if M is; M and (M, L) are metalinear if M is k-metalinear 
for some k. 1 

The classes of languages defined by the systems in the previous definition are given 
the same names. “Finite index” and “metalinear” are denoted by the subscripts “FIN” 
and “ml” respectively. Bounds are indicated by the subscript “(k).” Thus the classes of 
!&controlled state-bound k, index k, finite index, k-metalinear, and metalinear ETOL 
languages are denoted by ETOL&f?), ETOLrr&g), ETOLr&?), ETOL,&2), and 
ETOL&Q), respectively. The uncontrolled classes are obtained by dropping (f?) and in 
the deterministic case “D” is inserted between “E” and “T” in the above names. Note 
that ETOL,r(,)(9) C ETOLFIN&f?) C ETOL&2). 

The notions of index and metalinearity for ETOL systems were introduced in [50, 51, 
621. It can be shown easily that the absolutely parallel grammars of [45] are equivalent to 
ETOL systems of finite index, cf. [62]. The equal matrix grammars of [54] are a special 
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case of metalinear ETOL systems (see also [37]). The notion of state-bound is introduced 
in this paper. Its naturalness is apparent in particular for EDTOL systems: state-bound 
K means that of each suffix of the input string at most K different translations are made 
(which may each occur more than once in the output string). 

We note that under very weak conditions on %?, the !&controlled ETOL systems defined 
here are equivalent to those in the literature [29, 71; it is sufficient to require closure under 
right-marking (i.e., if L E !G and b is a new symbol, then Lb E 2) to account for a “final 
table” (see the proof of Theorem 1 in [50]) or preferably closure under (nondeterministic) 
sequential machine mappings, to change the last symbol into a new one (so that it can act 
as a “final tabie”). 

(3.1.4) EXAMPLES. (i) The rules mentioned just before Definition 3.1.1 define a 
2-metalinear ETOL system. 

(ii) Consider the ETOL system M = (Q, .Z, A, q0 , R) with Q = (4s , q1 , q2}, 
Z = {a, 7, S}, A = {a, b, c, #} and R consisting of the rules 

M translates UP~UT~Z *. . a+6 into anlbnxnl # a%bnzcne # .*- # ankbn*cnk #; for instance 

q,(UTTUT6) z q1(T7Ud) q2(TTUT6) 

$ aql( TOTS) bcq,( nd) 

z a2ql(UT6) b2c2q,(m6) 

z a2b2C2#qd4 44 

z a2b2c2#aq,(6) bcq2(6) 

z< a2b2c2#abc#. 

It is easy to see that M is an EDTOL rINt2) system generating the language L(M) = 
{a%V # 1 n > O}*. 

(iii) The language {w E (a, b}* 1 / w j = 2” f or some n 3 0} is generated by the 
E’I’OL system M = ({qo), {u,T>, (a, b}, q. , R) with rules qo(ux) - qo(x) qo(x), qo(4 - a 
and qo(m) -+ b. M has state-bound 1 and is, therefore, and ETOL,,, system. 

The language {w E (a, b}* 1 1 w ( = 22n f or some n > 0) U {w E {c, d}* ) / w / = 2*+l 
for some n > 0} is generated by the ETOL(,, system with the following rules. 
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The language {w E {a, b)* 1 1 w 1 = 22” for some n > 0) is generated by the EDTOL- 
controlled ETOL system (M, L), where M was defined above and L = (2”~ [ n > O}. 1 

We now consider tree transducers. The top-down tree transducer may be viewed as a 
generalization of the gsm to trees [56’J, and in fact, it can be defined even as a generalization 
of the intermediate concept of ETOL system, cf. [20, 181. In this paper we will be in- 
terested mainly in transductions of trees into strings, thus making the similarity to 
ETOL systems even stronger. 

(3.1.5) D EFINITION. A top-down tree-to-string transduce-r (abbreviated as ‘yT trans- 
ducer”) is a construct M = (Q, 2, d, q,, , R), where Q is a finite set of states, Z is the 
ranked input alphabet, d is the output alphabet, q0 E Q is the initial state, and R is a finite 
set of rules of the form 

with n, k 3 0; q, q1 ,..., q,, E Q; u E &; w1 ,..., w,,, E A*, and 1 < i, < k for 1 < m < n 
(if k = 0 then the left-hand side is q(u)). M is deterministic if different rules in R have 
different left-hand sides. M is linear if, for each rule in R, no xi occurs more than once 
in its right-hand side. M is h-free if h is not the right-hand side of any rule in R. 

A sentential form of M is an element of (Q(TJ U A)*, i.e., a string of the 

form u, PI(h) *2 P2@2) e.3 ~~p,,,(t,)u,,,+~ with m > 0, pi E Q, ui E A* and ti E Tz . For 
sentential forms s, and s2 we write s, * sp if s2 is obtained from s, by replacing a substring 

4644 *a* t&), for certain tl ,..., b E TL:, by w&J wd2(4J -.a =wnn(Qwn+l , using the 
rule above. As usual, %- is used to denote derivations. The (tree-to-string) translation 
realized by M, also denote by M, is defined by M = {(t, w) E Tz x A* 1 q,,(t) 6- w}. 1 

In this paper we will be interested in the ranges of yT transducers and, more generally, 
the images of a class of tree languages under these transducers. The practical motivation 
of this approach is the syntax-directed translation of context-free languages (or other 
languages), see [48, 41. 

(3.1.6) DEFINITION. Let !$ be a class of tree languages. A top-down &tree transformation 
system (or an !&preset yT transducer) is a pair (M, L), where M = (Q, Z, A, q0 , R) is a 
yT transducer, L C Tz and L E 2. (M, L) is deterministic {hear} if M is. The language 
generated by (M, L) is M(L) = {w E A* 1 q,,(t) 9 w for some t EL}. M(L) is called a 
top-down !&tree transformation language. If B is clear from the context, then we drop 2 
in this terminology. In (M, L), L is called the input language. # 

The class of {deterministic) top-down tree-to-string transducers, and the class of 
translations they realize will both be denoted by yT {yDT}. The class of {deterministic} 
top-down !&tree transformation languages will be denoted by yT(2) (yDT(2)). The 
reason for the “y” is that the &tree transformation languages are usually defined by 
taking the yield of the tree languages which are images of !&tree languages under con- 
ventional top-down tree transducers [48]. 
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(3.1.7) DEFINITION. A top-down tree transducer is a top-down yT transducer M = 
(8, & A u {( 9 >I, QO 3 RI such that d is a ranked alphabet and if p(a(x, .** xk)) + ‘L) is in 
R, then v E T,[Q(X,)]. M is a (top-down)$nite-state relabeling if all rules in R are of the 
form q(a(x, ... 4) - 44~1) **a q&,)) for u E & and T gdlc. M is a (top-down) 
finite tree automaton if Z = A and all rules in R have the above form with 7 = q. The 
deterministic and linear cases are defined as in (3.1.5). 

A finite-state relabeling is said to be deterministic bottom-up if, for given ql ,..., qk E Q 
and g E ,Z$ , there is at most one rule of the above form in R (and moreover the transducer 
is allowed to have more than one initial state). a 

Note that REC is the class of all domains of finite tree automata. It is known that REC 
is closed under linear tree transducers [56,21]. 

By dropping “y” from the name of a class of top-down tree transformation languages 
we obtain the name of the corresponding class of tree languages. Thus DT(B) denotes the 
class of images of !&tree languages under deterministic top-down tree transducers. It 
should be clear that this is a class of tree languages. It is straightforward to show that 
for each X-free ME yT there is an M’ E T such that M = ((tl , yield(Q) / (tl , tz) E M’}, 
and vice versa. The same holds for yDT and DT. Moreover, if L! is closed under finite- 
state relabelings, then yT(!2) = yield(T(2)) and yDT(!S) = yield(DT(2)) [19 (Corollary 
4.5)]. 

There is a close relationship between yDT(REC) and the generalized syntax-directed 
translations (GSDT) of [4, 51. Suppose that the recognizable input tree language of 
a top-down tree transformation system consists of derivation trees of a context-free 
grammar, such that the nodes of a derivation tree are labeled with the rules of the gram- 
mar, see [4]. Let a denote the context-free rule A + vlB,v,B, ..* v$~v~+~ , where 
4 B, ,..., B, are nonterminals and v1 ,..., v~+~ terminal strings. A rule q(a(x, ... xk)) --+ 

Wl~l(%J .a* w,q,(xin)w,+, of the yT transducer corresponds then to the semantic rule 

~,(4 = WIT,JB~J a.* w,T~~(B~~)w,+, associated with the rule u (for notation see [4]). 
Using the fact that each recognizable tree language is a projection of the set of derivation 

trees of a context-free grammar [58] it is easy to show that the class of (string-to-string) 
GSDT is equal to the class of all translations {(yield(t,), WJ 1 (tl , wl) EM and t, EL}, 
where L E REC and (M, L) is a deterministic top-down tree transformation system. 
Hence yDT(REC) is the class of ranges of GSDT. Also, yT may be viewed as the ap- 
propriate nondeterministic version of GSDT. 

We now want to introduce bounds on the derivations of yT transducers, as was done 
in the case of ETOL systems. In order to do so we need the concept of state-sequence of 
a derivation at a node of the input tree. Intuitively, it is the sequence of states in which the 
transducer starts to translate (the left-to-right sequence of copies of) the subtree which 
has the given node as root. Another way of looking at this concept (before formally 
defining it) is the following. Consider a derivation qo(t) 3 w of M E yT and a node d in 
the input tree t. Take tl E Tz[{x)], with a single occurrence of X, and tz E Tz such that 
t = t,[t.J and d is the root oft,; see Fig. 2 (recall that t,[t,] is the result of substituting t, 

for x in tJ. Now delete from the original derivation all the derivation steps which operate 
on t,. The new derivation, keeping t, untouched leads to qO(t) %- wlql(tz)wz~*~w,q,(t,)w,+, , 
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FIG. 2. Tree with subtree. 

such that if qi(tz) 5 vi by those derivation steps which were deleted, we have w = 

WlVlW2V2 *** w,v,w,+I . The state-sequence of the original derivation at the node d is 
then (ql , q2 ,..., qn). Thus v, ,..., vu, are the translations made by M of the given subtree, 
and the qi indicates what kind of translation vi is. We shall also need the rule-sequence of 
the derivation at d. It is the sequence (yl ,..., I~), where yi is the first rule applied in the 
derivation qi(t2) 3 vi . A more precise formal definition follows. 

(3.1.8) DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, 27, d, qO, R) be in yT, let ol: q(t) 5 w be a deriva- 
tionofMwithqEQ,tETz, and w E A*. Let d be a node oft. The state-sequence of a at d 
is a sequence (ql ,,.., qm) of states of M (m > 0) defined recursively as follows. 

(i) If t = 0 E Z,, and d is the unique node labeled by u, then the state-sequence of OL 
at d is (q). 

(ii) Assume t = a(tl *** tJ, u E Z;, , k > 1. If d is the root of t then the state- 
sequence of OL at d is (q). Now let d be a node of ti for some i, 1 < i < K. Consider the 
first step of the derivation 0~: q(a(tl **a tk)) S- r[t, ,..., tk] 3 w, where q(u(xl *.. x,)) -+ Y 

is in R. If xi does not occur in Y, then the state-sequence of 01 at d is empty. Assume now 
that xi occurs in Y and let Y = z&xi) u2q2(xi) **. ~,q,(xJu,+~ with n > 1 and uj E 
(A u Q(X, - (xi}))*. It should be clear that there are unique derivations tij: qj(ti) 4 vi 
(I \c j < n) which are a “part” of the derivation r[t, ,..., tk] 3 w. Let sj be the state- 
sequence of 0~~ at d. Then their “concatenation” sls2 .** s, is the state-sequence of 01 at d. 

If Gil ,***, pm) is the state-sequence of 01 at node d, then {ql ,..., qm} is called the state-set 
of 01 at d. 

The notion of the rule-sequence of the derivation ti (above) at node d is defined similarly. 
In fact, in case (i) above, and in the “root-case” of (ii), the rule-sequence consists of 
the first rule applied in the derivation. If the state-sequence of 01 at d is empty then so is 
the rule-sequence. In the nontrivial case let Yj be the rule-sequence of tij at d. Then, as in 
the case of state-sequence, the rule-sequence of 01 at d is Y,Y, *** Y, . 1 

In this definition we have used the obvious fact that if wlql(t,)w2 a** ~J~,Jw~+~ 9 w 
(for some w, w, E A*, q, E Q and tj E T,) then there are unique derivations qj(tj) 3 vj 
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such that w = w,qw, 1.. v,w,+i and the latter derivations are “part” of the original one 
in the sense that some reordering of them is precisely the original derivation, 

We note that if the rule-sequence of a derivation (II at node d labeled u is known to be 
+I > y!z ,.-*> Y,) with yj = Q~(u(x, ..a xk)) -+ uj , then the state-sequence of the ith son 
of d in a is (pi ,..., pm) if pi, p2(xi),...,p,,(xi) occur in this order in u,u, *.. u, , and 
there are no other occurrences of xi . The possible rule-sequences at the ith son are then 
all <Y: , Y; ,..., Y;} such that Y; is a rule for pj . It should be realized that in special cases 
the rule-sequences (and state-sequences) can be computed by a top-down finite tree 
automaton. 

We are now ready to define the restrictions on yT transducers. 

(3.1.9) DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, Z, d, q,, , R) be in y T, and let k > 1 be an integer. 
A derivation cy: q,,(t) 5 w has state-bound k if, for each node d of t, the cardinality of the 
state-set of 01 at d is at most k; 01 has copying-bound k if, for each node d of t, the length of 
its state-sequence at d is at most k. 

Let L be a tree language. (M, L) has state-bound k (copying-bound k} if for each 
w E M(L) there exist t EL and a derivation qO(t) 4 w with state-bound k {copying-bound 
k}. Note that (M, L) has state-bound #(Q) t rivially. (M, L) is finite copying if it has 
copying-bound k for some k. The same terminology holds for M if it is true of (M, Tz). 

M is k-metalinear if (1) q0 does not appear in the right-hand sides of rules of R and (2) 
for each rule q(a(x, *.a x,J) -+ u in R, if Q = Q,, then, for each i, the number of occurrences 
of xi in u is at most k, and if 4 # q0 then this number is 0 or 1. M is metalinear if it is 
k-metalinear for some k. (M, L) is (k-) metalinear if M is. fl 

Finite copying and metalinearity are denoted by subscripts “fc” and “ml” respectively. 
Bounds are indicated by subscripts “(k).” Thus the classes of state-bound k, copying- 
bound k, finite copying, k-metalinear, and metalinear top-down &tree transformation 
languages are denoted by yT(,)(Q yTr~@>, yTfc(f$ yTml(&, and yTml(i?), respec- 
tively. Observe that yTm&l?) C yTfC(&2) Z yT(,)(lZ). Also note that yTfC&2) = 
yTml&2) is the set of images of !&tree languages under linear yT transducers. Finally 
it can easily be shown that if f? is closed under finite-state relabeling then yDTt,,(L?) = 
yHOM(!i!), where HOM is the class of tree homomorphisms [18]. 

The notion of finite copying was first investigated in [4]; yDTfc corresponds to those 
GSDT for which 5’, is in r(O), in the terminology of [4]. Metalinear top-down tree 
transducers are an obvious extension of linear top-down tree transducers; they are 
the simplest kind of copying device of this type (compare with the metalinear extension 
of linear context-free grammars [52]). The notion of state-bound is (as in the ETOL 
case) most natural for deterministic transducers: state-bound k means that at most k 
different translations are made of each subtree of the input tree. Note also, that in the 
deterministic case any node in the input tree has a unique state-set, state-sequence, and 
rule-sequence associated with it. 

(3.1.10) EXAMPLES. (i) Let G be a context-free grammar and let L = ($(t) 1 t is a 
derivation tree of G}; thenL E REC. Consider the top-down yT transducer M = ({q. , pl}, 
Z, 0, qo, R), where Z is the ranked alphabet from which the derivation trees of G are 
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constructed, together with the new symbol $ of rank 1, d is the set of terminals of G 
together with the new symbol #, and R consists of the rules 

for all a # 96, 

for all u E Z0 . 

Then A4 is a deterministic, 2-metalinear yT transducer, and M(L) = {w # w 1 w E L(G)). 
By identifying q,, and q1 we obtain M’ E yDT(,) with M’(L) = M(L). 

(ii) Consider the yT transducer M = ({PO, q1 , qz}, {a, T, S}, {a, b, c, d), q,, , R) such 
that U, 7 and 6 have ranks 2, 1, and 0, respectively; R consists of the rules 

M translates a tree of the form u(Pl(S) u(P@) *. . U(Tnk(8) 6) . . .)) into the string un&%zn~bn~ 
. . un~bn~C”~&~ . . . c*ad”zc%d%. The state-sequence at each node labeled u and at the 
rightmost 6 is (qO); at each node labeled 7 and all other nodes labeled 6 the state-sequence 
is (ql ,‘q&. Thus, if L consists of the above trees, then (M, L) has copying-bound 2 and 
M(L) E yDTr,(,,(REC). 

3.2. Results 

We show first that recognizable input tree languages are not needed, meaning that in 
the case 2 = REC we may consider ranges of transducers in yT, rather than yT(REC). 
The reason that we keep considering recognizable input languages, apart from the 
motivation of syntax-directed translation, is that their presence facilitates proofs. 

(3.2.1) THEOREM. For each top-down tree transformation system (M, L) with L E REC, 
there exists d top-down yT transducer M’ such that M(L) = M’(T,), where Z is the input 
alphabet .af M’. The construction involved preserves determinism, state-bound, copying-bound, 
metulinear bound, and monudicness of the input alphabet. 

Proof. We note first that it may be assumed that L is the domain of a deterministic 
top-down finite tree automaton. Indeed, by standard arguments it can be shown that each 
recognizable tree language is the projection of the domain of such an automaton; the 
projection can then be incorporated into the transducer M while preserving all the 
mentioned properties. 

Let A4 = (Q, Z, A, qO , R), and let A = (P, Z, 2, p, , RA) be a deterministic top-down 
finite tree automaton with domain L. We may assume that for each p E P there exists 
t E Tr such that p(t) %- t by A (if not, we just delete from RA all rules which involve p). 
We now construct M’ = (Q x P, .Z, A, (qO , p,,), R’) as follows: 

57d20/3-4 
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(i) if dfJ(% ... 4) - Wl!h(%,) **. w,q,(~~~)w,+i is in R and p(u(xl *.* xk)) -+ 

4 pdd ... P&J) is in RA , then (Q, P>(+~ .*. 4) -+ wh 7 P@,,) ... w,& j pi,) x 
(.~Jw,+~ is in li’. 

(ii) if q(o) --+ w is in R and p(u) + u is in R, , then (q, p)(u) -+ w is in F. 

M’ simulates M and simultaneously checks whether the input tree is in L. It may happen 
that M does not visit a subtree t of the input tree. In such a case the checking oft cannot 
be done by M’. However, we know that A arrives at the root of t in a certain state p. 
Replacing t by t’ such that p(t’) %- t’ in A, gives an input tree in L with the same com- 
putation as that of M on the original input tree. It is left to the reader to prove formally 
that M’(T,) = M(L). 

Because A is deterministic (nondeleting and noncopying), determinism and all the 
mentioned bounds are preserved. The latter follows from the observation that if (ql,...,qn) 
is the state-sequence of some derivation of M at a certain node, and if A arrives at this 
node in state p, then the corresponding state-sequence of M’ is ((qI , p),..., (qn , p)). a 

We show now that g-controlled ETOL systems are the “monadic case” of the top- 
down &tree transformation systems (as already shown in [6, 201 for the uncontrolled 
and unbounded classes). 

(3.2.2) THEOREM. If !$ is a class of languages closed under sequential machine mappings, 
then yT(!S) = ETOL(G). Also, ETOL = ETOL(REG) = yT(REG). The constructions 
preserve determinism, state-bound, copying-bound (= index), and metalinear-bound. 

Proof. To be precise, the theorem should say that yT(!Z’) = ETOL(B’) = ETOL(B), 
where 2’ = (L - (X} 1 L E I?}. I n what follows we assume that the languages in L! are 
h-free. To show yT(B) C ETOL(f?) let L E B be a language over the monadic alphabet 2 
and let M = (Q, Z, A, q,, , R) b e in yT. Since !jZ is closed under sequential machine 
mappings we may assume that Z,, n ,Z1 = 0. Construct an !&controlled ETOL system 
(M’, L) with M’ = (Q, .Z, A, qO , Ii’) with R’ defined as follows. If q(u(x)) ---f Y or q(u) --+ r 

are in R then q(ux) -+ r is in R’. Then M’(L) = M(L). 
For the special case 2 = REG, it follows from Theorem 3.2.1 that we may assume that 

L = Tz (recall that for monadic L, L E REG iff L E REC). Hence M(L) = M’(.Z~&). It 
is easy to see that M’(Z;*,Z&) = M’(Z*) = L(M’), and hence M(L) E ETOL. This shows 
that yT(REG) C ETOL. 

To show ETOL(f?) C yT(!Z) let (M, L) b e an &controlled ETOL system with M = 
(Q, Z, A, qO , R). Construct M’ = (Q, 2, A, qO , R’) in y T such that ,Z,, = Zr = Z, if 
q(m) + r is in R then q(u(x)) ---f Y is in R’, and if q(m) ---f w is in R with w E A * then 
q(u) ---f w is in R’. Then M’(L) = M(L). 

It should be clear that both constructions preserve all the properties mentioned in the 
theorem. In particular, the sequences of states in the sentential forms of a parallel deriva- 
tion in an ETOL system are precisely the state-sequences at the corresponding nodes of 
the input. Therefore, state-bound and copying-bound (= index) are preserved. 1 

We note that Theorem 3.2.1 is a generalization of the well-known fact [7, 291 that 
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regular control does not increase the generative power of ETOL systems (in the monadic 
case the recognizable input languages correspond to regular control). 

Another observation is that yDT(REG), i.e., EDTOL by Theorem 3.2.2, is equal to 
the class of ranges of those GSDT whose underlying CF grammar is linear. In fact, the 
derivation trees of linear CF grammars (in the way derivation trees are defined in [4]) are 
monadic. Thus ETOL may be viewed as the class of languages which may be obtained 
from linear CF grammars by nondeterministic GSDT. 

The next theorem shows that the language generating power of finite copying and 
metalinear transducers is not affected by nondeterminism. This is a generalization of 
Lemma 2 of [50]. Informally, the idea is that the nondeterminism of the tree transducer 
can be transferred to the input tree language by means of a (top-down) finite-state 
relabeling; the reason that this can be done is (precisely) the property of finite copying. 

(3.2.3) LEMMA. Let !i! be a class of tree languages closed under jinite-state relabelings. 
Then for every K b 1 yTte&) = yDTfd2) andyTml#) = yDT,r(,)(ti). 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.9 and (to avoid repetition) is not presented here. 
We only remark here that the proof for the monadic case (Lemma 2 of [50]) can easily 
be generalized. 1 

We note here that it may even be assumed that all derivations of a bounded (i.e., 
either finite copying or metalinear) deterministic yT transducer M are bounded. In fact, 
it is easy to modify M so that its state keeps track of M’s state-sequence at the node of 
the input tree at which it arrives (see remarks following Definition 3.1.8) and rejects the 
input tree if there is a state-sequence longer than the given bound. In the monadic case 
this corresponds to Theorem 2 of [50]. 

From Lemma 3.2.3 it follows that under appropriate conditions on 2, yTmlck,(i!) Z 
yTf,c,,(B) C yDT,,,(f?) C yTt,,(i!). The diagram of Fig. 3 shows the classes of languages 
discussed so far (written without the bound) for 2 = REC and L! = REG. The same 
diagram holds for all k 3 2 (just add subscript (K)). It is left to the reader to imagine the 

FIG. 3. Classes of tree transformation languages. 
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full “3-dimensional” diagram in which the k-bounded classes appear on the kth “level” 
with their “limit classes” above. 

In [4] Aho and Ullman investigate a hierarchy of top-down tI;ee transformation systems 
between yTf,(REC) and yDT(REC). Th e consider the length of the state-sequence at y 
a node d as a function of the distance, n, of d to the root of the input tree, and they show 
that this function is either a polynomial in n, i.e., a function of the form k 3 nm (for some 
k > 1, m > 0), or an exponential, that is k” (for some k > 2). They conclude that if, 
for a tree transformation system (M, L), there exists a linear relationship between the 
number of nodes of the input tree and the length of the output string, then there is an 
equivalent tree transformation system (M’, L’) such that M’ is finite copying. Since their 
definitions and proofs preserve monadicness, the same remarks can be made concerning 
ETOLm and EDTOL. In fact there is a close connection between the above hierarchy 
and the recently investigated ETOL systems “with rank” [16]. 

We shall now busy ourselves with proving the correctness of the 3-dimensional version 
of the diagram of Fig. 3. 

We start by showing that all the discussed bounds give rise to proper hierarchies in 
. 

all the classes appearing in the diagram. This will be made possible by an appropriate 
refinement of the intercalation lemma for yDT(REC) of [44], cf. also Lemmas 4.2 and 5.6 
of [4]. 

(3.2.4) THEOREM. Let k 3 1 be an integer. For each L E~DT&REC) there exists 
an integer p such that for all z EL with 1 a 1 > p there are strings z, ,..., z, and x1 ,..., x,+~ 
(s > 1) such that .z = xlzlxzzz ‘.. x$~x,+~ and the following conditions are satisfied. 

(i) 0 < ) zi j < p for all i, 1 < i < s; 

(ii) #({zi / 1 < i < s}) < k; 

(iii) for every integer N there exist strings v1 , v2 ,..., v, such that 

f or v = x1vlx2v2 ... x,~~x,+~ , 

(4 VGL, 

(b) I v I 3 N, 
(c) alph(v,) = alph(z,) for 1 < i < s, 
(d) ifzi=zj~henvi=vjforl <i,j<s; 

(iv) if moreower L ~yDTp,l,j(REc), then s < k. 

Proof. The proof is a slight modification of the proof of the intercalation lemma of 
[44]. The basic idea is the following. If the input tree is sufficiently large, then it has two 
nodes (on one path) with the same state-set and the same label. Consequently the part of 
the input tree between these two nodes, together with the associated computations of 
the transducer, can be repeated indefinitely. In order to be sure that the length of the 
output string will then grow, we need several assumptions about the transducer and its 
input language (see [65]). 

Let L = M(L’) with L’ E REC and M E yDT(,, . First we may assume (modulo A) that 
M is A-free. In fact, we can put the information whether q(t) 5 h by M, at the father 
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node of the root of each subtree t of the input tree (for each state q). Since for NE yT 
the tree language N-‘(X) is recognizable (cf. [43, 191) th’ is results in a new recognizable 
input language. Using the extra information we can remove q(xJ from the right-hand 
side of a rule of M whenever q translates the ith subtree into A. Now (the new) M just 
skips those subtrees which would otherwise be translated into A. The construction 
clearly preserves determinism, state-bound and copying-bound. 

Second, we may assume that A4 visits each node of an input tree in L’, i.e., that the 
state-set at each node is nonempty. In fact, applying a top-down finite-state relabeling, 
the state-set at each node may be added to the label of the node (again, see the remarks 
following Definition 3.1.8). Then a linear deterministic bottom-up tree transducer [I81 
can be used to delete all nodes with empty state-set from the trees of L’ (and to put 
information at the father node which of its sons, was deleted). It is easy to adapt M to 
this new (recognizable) input, tree language. Clearly (the new) M visits all .nodes of the 
(new) input trees. The construction preserves determinism, state-bound, copying-bound, 
and X-freedom. 

Third, we may assume that there are no.“useless monadic nodes” in the input trees 
(a node d of a tree t EL’, labeled by a symbol u of rank 1, is called useless if for each state q 
in the state-set of d the applied rule is q(a(x)) -+ q’(x) for some state q’). 

In the input tree we replace each sequence dI , da ,..., d, , d,,,, of nodes in which 
4 > 4 I..., d, are useless monadic nodes but d,,,, is not (and di+l is the son of d,), by the 
single node d,,, of which the label T is replaced by (7, f), wherefis the state-transforma- 
tion function obtained in an obvious way from the rules q(o(x)) + q’(x) of the useless 
nodes dI ,..., d, . This change results in a new recognizable input tree language (as it 
can be realized by a linear top-down tree transducer). Now M is changed such that it has 
a rule q((T,f)(.-)) + T if it originally had a rule f(q)(d, a*.)) + T. Note that dn+l has the 
same state-sequence as dI had. The construction preserves determinism, state-bound, 
copying-bound, h-freedom, and the nonemptiness of state-sets. 

Finally we may assume that all computations of M are K-bounded (cf. the remark 
following Lemma 3.2.3) and that L’ = Tz , where 2 is the input alphabet of the (final) M, 
the latter following from Theorem 3.2.1 the proof of which clearly preserves all the 
mentioned properties. 

Let M = (Q, Z, A, q,, , R), let h = #(Z) * 2”’ ( or more precisely, because of multiple 
ranks, h = x:n”=,, #(Z,,) . 2k”) and let p b e an integer larger than the length of each w E A * 
such that q(t) %- w for some q E Q and t E Tz of height < h. We show now that the 
theorem holds with this p. Consider z EL with 1 .z 1 3 p. Then q,,(t) 3 z for some t of 
height > h. Consider a subtree t, of t of height h and a longest path v from the root d,, 
oft, to a leaf. Let the state-set at do be {ql ,..., qm}, m < k. For each node d on the path 7r 
we can consider, first its label, and second the sequence (Qr ,..., Q,) of subsets of Q such 
that u {Qzi 1 1 < i < m> is the state-set at d, and Qi is the state-set at d obtained from 
the derivation that starts with qi(to). 

Since h = #(Z)(2”)“, there exist two nodes dI and d, on n with the same label (of the 
same rank) and the same sequence (Qi ,..., Qm>. Let t, be the subtree of t with root d, 
and let t, E Tz[{x)] have exactly one occurrence of x such that tl[t,] is the subtree of t 
rooted at dI . The situation is displayed in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. Tree t with subtrees to, tJ&J, and t2. 

It is now possible to repeat t, in the input tree an arbitrary number of times (i.e., 
tJt.J is replaced by tl[tl[t,]], t1[t1[t1[t2]]], etc.). Let the state-sequence at d,, be (p, , pa ,..., 
pJ. Then z = xlzlxzzz a** z~,+~ with p,(tJ 4 xi. Since to has height h, 1 Zi 1 < $; 
since M is h-free, j zi j > 0; since M visits all nodes, s > 1; and since M is deterministic, 
#({xi I 1 d i d s}) = m < k. If M has copying-bound k, then s < k. Repetition of 
the tree t, results in a derivation of M in which z, ,..., x, are changed, but such that the 
alphs of the new pieces are precisely identical to the alphs of the corresponding Zi’s. 
This is due to the fact that the state-sets at d1 and da are the same for each derivation 
Pi(Q ’ % * Also, if zi = zj then the corresponding “pumped” pieces are equal. It 
remains to show that repetition of t, results in arbitrary long output strings. Let Q0 = 
u {Q< 1 1 < i < m} be the state-set at 4 and d, , and let Q0 = (rl ,..., r,). Consider all 
subderivations ri(tJ 5 wi of qo(t) 3 z, with wi E (d u Q(x))+. If at least one wi contains 
an element of d, then clearly each repetition of t, produces at least one more output 
symbol. Now suppose that all Wi are in Q(x)+. It at least one wi contains more than one 
element of Q(x), then repetition of t, will lead to arbitrary long sequences in Q(x)+ at 
the level of d, and hence to arbitrary long output strings. Now suppose that all wi are 
in Q(x). Then (since M visits all nodes of t) t, is a monadic tree. This, however, implies 
that d1 is a useless monadic node, which contradicts our assumption on M. 1 

We now use this intercalation theorem to prove the properness of the hierarchies of 
Fig. 3. 

(3.2.5) THEOREM. All classes of the diagram of Fig. 3 are proper hierarchies with 
respect to state-bound or copying-bound (as appropriate). In particular, the language L, = 
{alna2n ... a& 1 n > 0} is in ETOL,l(,) but not in yT(,-,)(REC), for k > 2. 

Proof. To see that L, E ETOL,l(,) consider the EDTOL system with rules 

c7&4 - ad4 t&4 -.* qk(4, 

qi(W - a2t-&)a2~ for 1 < i < K, 

q&4 - h for 1 < i < K. 
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Clearly the system is K-metalinear and it generatesl, . Assume now that Lk E yTc&REC). 
In [24] it is shown that if L l yT(REC) and L has property (P2), defined there, then 
L E~DT(REC). It can easily be checked that the construction presented in [24] preserves 
the state-bound; and since L, has property (P2), it follows that L, E yDT(,+( REC). Now 
Theorem 3.2.4 can be applied. Let x = ~~$2’ ..* a$ EL, . Then z = xlzlxzzs .** x~+Y~+~ 
with 1 zi 1 < p. Since there are at most k - 1 different zi and 1 zi ( < p, it follows that 
at most 2K - 2 different aj occur in z, ,..., x, . Hence there is some a, that does not occur 
in any of the zI . Thus, when “intercalating,” the ai” stays as it is and no new a, is in- 
troduced (by the fact that the alphs remain the same). It follows that the number of aj 
in the string remains p, which is a contradiction. 1 

Note that the theorem holds also for (uln ... a!&-1 / rz > 0} instead of L, . Note also 
that if we take ab*c as the input language to the EDTOL system of the above proof, then 
Q,, can be identified with, say ql. Consequently, L, can be defined by a top-down tree 
transformation system with exactly k states. If we call (M, L) with M = (Q, Z, A, q. , R) 
and #(Q) < k an “s(K) system,” then Theorem 3.2.5 shows that yT,(,)(REC) and 
yDT,&REC) are proper hierarchies (as are ETOL,o.) and EDTOL,o, if we allow regular 
control; alternatively we could allow all Q~(v) qr(w) ..* &o) as initial sentential forms). 

The hierarchy theorem for ETOL rIN was proved in [50] using the same counterexamples 
(see also [62]). It was also proved in [35] using a machine approach, see also the next 
section. For ETOL,r (characterized differently) it was shown in [30]; see Section 3. 

We can use Theorem 3.2.4 to show that the language {(~%z~c)~ 1 n, m > 1) is not in 
yTr,(REC); compare similar statements concerning ETOLFrN in [50,35, 171. In the next 
theorem we give another way of obtaining languages not in yTr,(REC); for the monadic 
case of ETOLFIN see [50, 35,45, 41, 301. 

Let Par(L) denote the set of Parikh vectors of strings in L, and Par(Q) = {Par(L) ) L E !2> 
for a class L! of languages. 

(3.2.6) THEOREM. Let L! be a class of tree Zungmges. Then Par(yTr,(L?)) = 
Wy%dW 

Proof. Let (M, L) be a top-down !&tree transformation system with copying-bound 
k > 1 and let M = (Q, Z, d, qO, R). By rearranging the right-hand sides of rules of R 
we can put the (at most k) translations of each subtree together, and thus obtain a linear 
transducer which simulates M on L modulo a permutation of the output string. 

Formally we construct M’ = (Q’, ,Z, d, (~a), R’) such that Q’ = {(qi ,..., qn) I 
1 < n < K and qi E Q} and R’ is obtained as follows. If, for each i, 1 < i < 7t, 
QiMX, .*. x,)) -+ ri is in R, then the rule (qi ,..., &(a(xi *.. x,)) -+ wsi(xi) s,(x,) -0. 
s,,(x~) is in R’, where w E d * is the string obtained from ylr2 *u* I, by erasing all elements 
of Q(X),’ and si is the sequence of all occurrences of states 4 in y1r2 ..* I, that occur in the 
context n(xi), it being understood that si(xi) is actually X if this sequence is empty. It 
should be clear from the construction that the state of M’ at a node of the input tree is 
the state-sequence of M at that node, and that the output string produced by M’ is a 
permutation of that M. Hence Par(M’(L)) = Par(M(L)), and since M’ is linear, M’(L) E 

Y %1)W* I 
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(3.2.7) COROLLARY. If !i! is a class of tree languages closed under linear top-down tree 
transducers, the-n Par(yZ’r,@)) = Par($). Thus in particular, Par(yTre(REC)) = 
Par(REG). 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.2.6, from the fact that REC is closed under linear 
tree transducers and from the known result Par(y REC) = Par(CF) = Par(REG). 1 

(3.2.8) COROLLARY. {a”” 1 n 3 O> E EDTOL(,) - yTr,(REC). 

It follows from Corollary 3.2.7 that Par(ETOL,r,) = Par(REG), cf. [SO]. A similar 
result for &controlled ETOLFrN systems follows from Theorem 3.2.6 (see [35]). 

(3.2.9) COROLLARY. If !jZ is a class of languages closed under gsm mappings, then 
Par(ETOL,r,(!Z)) = Par@). 

Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.2.6 and 3.2.2 thatPar(ETOL,,(f!)) = Par(yTf,(Q)) 
= Par(yTf,o,(f!)) = Par(ETOL FIN(1)(e)). The proof of Theorem 3.2.6 even shows that 
all rules of the ETOLFrNu) system are of the form ql(ux) + wq2(x) or ql(ux) -+ w. Since 
this is clearly a gsm mapping and fi is closed under gsm mappings, Par(ETOL,t,&ti)) = 
Par(g). 1 

The next theorem provides a method to obtain languages not in yTml(REC). It shows 
that yTmr(REC) behaves badly with respect to Kleene closure. 

(3.2.10) THEOREM. If L! is a class of tree languages such that yT,,&f!) is a full semi- 
AFL, and (L#)* EYT&B), then L ~yT,l(,)(e). If B is a class of monadic tree languages 
and (L#)* E yT,,,l(g), then L is in the smallest full semi-AFL containing !Z. 

Proof. Let (L#)* = M(L’) for M = (Q, Z, A, qO, R) in yTmlfk) and L’ E !G!. We 
distinguish two cases (of which the second actually never happens). 

Case 1. For each y EL there exists a derivation of the form qo(a(t, *** t,J) =S u,q(t& 
4u~wl#y#wu,~~Asuchq(t,)9w,#y#w,,andu,~u~,u,9u;l, u(tl.**t,,)EL’, 
q E Q, 1 < i < n, u1 and ur in (A U Q(T,))*. 

For each 0 E Z;, (n > I), q E Q and xi E X, such that q(xJ occurs in the right-hand 
side of a rule with left-hand side q,,(u(xl ..* x,)), let N(u, q, xi) = {w E A* 1 q(tt) 3 w for 
some u(tl *.. t,J EL’}. The language N(u, q, xt) can be produced by the linear top-down 
G-tree transformation system (M’, L’), where M’ is obtained from M by replacing all 
rules of M with q,, in their left-hand side by the single rule q,,(u(x, ... x,)) -+ q(xJ. Hence 
the language N which is the union of all N(u, q, x6 is in YT~~(~J($!). Let A be the non- ) 
deterministic gsm mapping {(w, y) ( y E (A - {#})* and w = wi #y # w, for some 
wi , wa E A*}. It follows from the assumption of this case and from yTmlb,(L?) being a 
full semi-AFL that L = A(N) ~yT,1(~)(5). 

Assume now that L! is monadic. In this case we first modify M as follows, cf. Theorem 4 
of [51]. For each state q E Q we introduce a new state q’. In the right-hand side of each 
rule for q,, we replace every occurrence of q(xi) by q(xJ q’(xJ. For each q1 # q,, a rule 
ql(u(x)) -+ w1q2(x)w, is replaced by the two rules ql(u(x)) + wIqz(x) and qi(u(x)) ---f 
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q&)ws , and a rule ql(o) + w by the two rules a(u) -+ w and q;(u) -+ A (and similarly 
for a rule ql(a(x)) -+ w). The new M clearly is in yTml(ak) . Moreover, it should be clear 
that by applying the previous construction each M’ is in fact a gsm. Hence each N(a, q, xi) 
and also their union N is in the smallest full semi-AFL containing 9. The same holds 
for L = A(N). 

Case 2. Suppose that the assumption of Case 1 is false. Take y,, EL such that y,, 4 
A(N), and consider the string ( y,,#) in M(L’) for some large n. Let qO(t) %- (y,,#)” and 
consider the rule applied initially. Due to the assumption of this case, the output produced 
by each q(ti) in the resulting sentential form contains at most one #. Hence the number 
of #‘s in the output string of this derivation is bounded. This contradicts the choice 
ofn. 1 

For the next corollary, cf. [34, Theorem 6.11; 35, Theorem 3.41. 

(3.2.11) COROLLARY. If !i? is a full semi-AFL and (L#)* E ETOL,i(e), then L E 2. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.2.2. n 

(3.2.12) COROLLARY. If (L#)* E~T,~(REC), then L E CF. If (L#)* E ETOL,r then 
L E REG. 

Proof. REC is closed under linear transducers and yREC = CF is a full semi-AFL. 
Also REG is a full semi-AFL. 1 

It follows that {aW# 1 n > l}* is not in ETOL,r , see also [51]. For yT,&REC) we 
obtain the following result. 

(3.2.13) COROLLARY. {a%V# ( n > O>* E ETOLFIN(a) - yT&REC). 

Proof. Example 3.1.4 (ii) provides an ETOL rIN(a) system for this language, whereas 
Corollary 3.2.12 shows that it is not in yTmr(REC). [ 

The next, very useful, theorem provides a method to obtain languages not in yDT(L?). 
It shows that regular substitution (or inverse homomorphism) cannot be handled by a 
deterministic yT transducer, unless its copying power is not fully used (i.e., it is finite 
copying). Similar theorems in the literature, concerning !Z = REC and 2 = REG 
[15, 441, have used languages with strings of exponential length to force the transducer to 
use its full copying power. In [63] the result was obtained independently for 9 = REG. 

(3.2.14) THEOREM. Let L be a language wer alphabet 51 and let b 4 G. Let rub(bish) be 
the regular substitution defined by rub(u) = b*ab* for all a E Q. Let !2 be a class of tree 
languages closed under Jlnite-state relabelings. Then rub(L) E~DT(!G) implies L ~yTf,(2). 
More precist+, for all k > 1, rub(L) E yDT&2) implies L ~yT~~(~)(ti!). 

Proof. The idea of the proof is borrowed from Fischer’s proof [28] that the language 
rub({a2” 1 n 3 0)) is not an IO macro language. Let rub(L) = M(K) with K E !iZ and 
M = (Q, 2, d, qO , R) in yDT with d = JJ u {b} and Q = {p, ,..., pm}. A string of the 
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form u~~~uz&~~ a.. ~,.@a,.+~ E rub(L) with ai E Q and ara, *.a u,.+r EL will be called a 
&string if the ni are all different. Consider a derivation 

of M with t E K, (qI ,..., q8) the state-sequence at the root of t, , qi(tl) %- vi by A$ and 
w E A* a a-string. If qi = qj then vi (which, due to determinism, is equal to wj) contains 
at most one occurrence of a symbol of Q (because w is a a-string). Thus if a state occurs 
more than once in a state-sequence at some node of t, then the corresponding translation 
does not contain two occurrences of symbols of 52. We can get rid of the multiple occur- 
rences of states in state-sequences by producing a single occurrence of an Q-symbol (or A) 
in a translation of a subtree directly, instead of doing the translation. By the previous 
remarks, we will still be able to recover L (by simply disregarding the b’s). 

The formal construction is as follows. Each node d labeled 0 E & of an input tree 
t E K is relabeled by (a, D} E .ZA , where D = (dij) is an m x n matrix defined as follows. 
Let the subtree of t with root d be a(tl ... t,J. Then, for 1 < i < m and 1 < j < n, 

di, = h if pi(tj) 9 w for some w E b*, 

=u if pi(&) 4 w for some w E b*ab*, a E Q, 

= Pi(%) otherwise. 

Thus the matrix D contains the information about the sons of d whether they are translated 
into 0, 1, or 22 symbols of 51 (and in case it is 1, which one). Let t’ be the resulting 
labeled tree and K’ = {t’ 1 t E K}. It is left to the reader to show that the D-matrices can 
be put on the trees by a finite-state relabeling and hence K’ E 52 (note that if NE yT and 
L, E REG, then N-l(L,) E REC; cf. [43, 191). 

We now construct M’ = (Q, Z’, A, q,, , R’), w h ere Z’ is the ranked alphabet of all 
(u, D) as described above, and if q(a(x, ..* x,)) -+ r is a rule in R, then q((u, D)(x, a.. x,)) 
-+ Y’ is in R’, where T’ is obtained from r by replacing each occurrence of pi(x,) by dij and 
each occurrence of b by A. Thus M’ does not produce b, and produces directly those 
translations that contain 0 or 1 Q-symbols. It is obvious that M’(K’) = L. More precisely, 
it can be shown that if no(t) 3 w in M, then qo(t’) 3 v in M’, where w is the result of 
erasing the b’s of w, such that at each node oft’ the state-sequence of M’ is obtained from 
that of M (at the corresponding node of t) by erasing all states which will produce at 
most one Q-symbol in qO(t) 5 w. In particular, if w is a a-string, then all multiple 
occurrences are erased from the state-sequences. Hence if (M, K) has state-bound K, 
then (M’, K’) has copying-bound k and so L = M’(K’) ~yT,,,,,(2). B 

Several corollaries can be obtained from this theorem. 

(3.2.15) COROLLARY. If f? is a class of languages closed under sequential machine 
mappings, then rub(L) E EDTOL(Q) * pZ zm ies L E ETOL,i,(Q). In particular, rub(L) E 
EDTOL implies L E ETOLFrN . (rub is the regular substitution defined in Theorem 3.2.14). 
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Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.14. 1 

(3.2.16) COROLLARY. The language (w E (a, b}* 1 the number of occurrences of a in w 
is 2” for some n 2 0) is in ETOL(,, but not in yDT( REC). 

Proof. The language is generated by the ETOLt,, system with rules 

If the language would be in yDT(REC), then, by Theorem 3.2.14, the language {a”” 1 
n > 0} would be in yTr,(REC). This contradicts Corollary 3.28. 1 

We now state a result which can be proved using Theorem 3.2.14 and a result of 1351. 
It says that, for any full semi-AFL 2, &controlled EDTOL systems cannot generate all 
context-free languages, unless of course CF c 9. It thus improves the result of [14] that 
CF e EDTOL. 0 ur result even holds for an arbitrary full principal substitution-closed 
AFL instead of CF. 

(3.2.17) THEOREM. Let f? be a full semi-AFL and !& a full principal substitution- 
closed AFL. If & 6 EDTOL(Q), then III C 2. 

Proof. Greibach [35] has shown that the theorem is true for ETOLFIN(2) (which is 
denoted as FINITEVISIT in [35]; cf. Corollary 4.10) instead of EDTOL(2). Assume 
now that !& C EDTOL(B) and let L E 2, . Then clearly rub(L) E !& and hence rub(L) E 
EDTOL(9). It now follows from Corollary 3.2.15 that L E ETOL,i,(g). Consequently 
g!, C ETOL,r,(g) and hence L3, C L! by Greibach’s result. 1 

(3.2.18) COROLLARY. Let 2 be a full semi-AFL. 

(i) If CF C EDTOL(f?), then CF C 2. 

(ii) If ETOL C EDTOL(c), then ETOL 2 2. 

Proof. Both CF and ETOL are full-principal substitution-closed AFL. 1 

See [63] for essentially the same proof of(i) for L! = REG. 
Note that if EDTOL(2) d oes not contain CF, then in particular it does not contain 

the Dyck set over two letters. In fact, EDTOL(L?) is closed under deterministic gsm 
mappings (cf. Section 5) and each context-free language is the image of the Dyck set 
over two letters by some deterministic gsm mapping (cf. [63]). 

The proof of Theorem 3.2.17 is essentially different from that in [14]. In fact it employs 
the usual language-theoretic techniques to show that certain classes of languages are 
not closed under certain operations [31, 33, 28, 24, 621. 

To complete the proof of the correctness of the diagram of Fig. 3 we show that 
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yT,&REC) - ETOL # 0. In fact, let L, = {u(t) ) t E.&} such that yield(L,) E CF - 
EDTOL and u is a new symbol. Let M be the yT transducer with rules 

Clearly ME yTml(2~ and M(L,) = {w # w w E yield(L,)}. But M(L,) E ETOL would 1 
imply that M(L,) E EDTOL and hence yield(L,) E EDTOL (see [24]) contrary to the 
choice of L, . Thus M(L,) E yT,,&REC) - ETOL. 

The correctness of the diagram of Fig. 3 is now proved for K > 2. For k = 1 we have 
that yTr,&REC) = yT,,(,)(REC) = CF (b ecause REC is closed under linear trans- 
ducers), and ETOL,~,(,J = ETObu,, = LIN as can easily be proved. We note that 
the above language M(L,) is also in yDT&REC). Together with Corollary 3.2.8 this 
almost shows the correctness of the diagram of Fig. 3 with the K = 1 case added. The 
open question is whether CF C ETOL tk) for some K (of course CF C ETOL). 

3.3. Two Extensions 

We end this section by introducing two generalizations of the top-down tree-to-string 
transducer which will be useful in the next sections. The first generalization consists of 
allowing rules with right-hand sides which are regular languages (for the monadic case 
these are the iteration grammars discussed in [60, 53, 71). The second generalization 
consists of allowing the transducer to have an infmite (but recognizable) look-ahead on 
its input subtrees (see [19]). For both generalizations we show that they do not extend 
the classes of tree transformation languages. 

(3.3.1) DEFINITION. A regularly extended top-down tree-to-string transducer (notation 
yRT) is defined as in Definition 3.1.5, except that the set of rules R may be infinite. It is 
required, however, that for given q E Q and u E Z;, the set of all Y such that q(u(xl ..* x,)) 
--f Y is in R is a regular language over d u Q(X,). The definition of derivation is as in 
Definition 3.1.5. 1 

Since the translations in yT clearly have the finite-image property (i.e., each input tree 
is translated into a finite number of output strings), yRT is a larger class of translations. 
It can be shown that yT is equal to the class of all finite-image yRT translations. We now 
show that the corresponding &tree transformation classes are equal. 

(3.3.2) LEMMA. Let f! be a class of tree languages closed under insertion of regular 
languages. Then yRT(!S) = yT(f?) and, for each K 3 1, yRT,,(,)(B) = yT~,&~) and 
~RTrn,d~) = ~Tmlcd~?). 

Proof. Let us first show that yRT(!G) C yT(!i!). Let M = (Q, .Z, d, qO , R) be in yRT 
and L E REC. For each q E Q and u E .& denote by R(q, U) the set of all r such that 

!&J@l -a- x,)) -+ Y is in R. Let ZI’ = {a’ 1 u E C} be a set of new symbols of rank 1. The 
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tree language L’ E 2 is obtained from L by inserting arbitrary long sequences of symbols 
(I’ above each node labeled a. We now construct M’ = (Q’, Z”, A, qi , R’) in yT such that 
M’(L’) = M(L). Let G(q, u) b e a right-linear grammar for R(q, a), with terminal alphabet 
d u Q(X), and let N be the set of all nonterminals so obtained. Let Q’ = Q u (Q x IV) u 

(Q x U,..., ml), where m is the maximal rank in Z. Let 2” = 2 u Z’, let qi = q. and 
let the rules in R’ be defined as follows. If S is the initial nonterminal of G(q, u), then 
4(0’(x)) -+ (q, S)(x) is in R’. If A + aB with a E d is a rule in G(q, a), then (q, A)(u’(x)) 
- a(q, B)(x) is in R’. If A ---f p(xJB is a rule of G(q, a), then (q, A)(u’(x)) -+ ( p, i)(x) 
(q, B)(x) is in R’. If A - /\ is a rule of G(q, a), then (q, A)(u’(x)) -+ h is in Iz’. Finally, 
all rules (q, i)(u’(x)) -+ (q, i)(x) and (q, i)(u& ... x,)) + q(.a$ are in R’. It is left to the 
reader to prove that M’(L’) = M(L). 

Assume now that M is in yRTf,(,, . This implies that each R(q, u) is a finite union of 
languages of the form R,q,(x,,) R,q,(x,,) *.. Rnqn(xi,)Rn+l , where the Ri are regular 
languages over d. Let S be a new symbol of rank 1. We now construct L’ E 2 by inserting 
arbitrary sequences of symbols u’ above each node labeled u, as before, but also inserting 
arbitrary long sequences of symbols S below u (for each of its branches). M’ is now 
constructed such that it first outputs a string of R, (using the sequence of symbols u’ 
to simulate a grammar for R, , as before), then (arriving at the node labeled u) applies a 
rule with right-hand side qI(x,I) qz(xi,) ... qn(xi,), and then uses the S’s to simulate (left- 
linear) grammars for R, , R, ,..., R,,, . A formal construction is left to the reader. It 
should be clear that the number of copies made of each new monadic node is equal to 
that of the first old node beneath it. Hence M(L) = M’(L’) E yT,,(,,(Q). 

The metalinear case can be proved by a slight variation of this method, and is left to 
the reader. 1 

Next we define regular look-ahead. 

(3.3.3) DEFINITION. A top-down tree-to-string transducer with regular look-ahead 
(notation yTR) is the same as in Definition 3.1.5 except that with each rule q(u(xl ... x,J) 
-+ r of R a mapping D: X,, + REC is associated. The mapping D restricts the application 
of the rule by requiring that, in a sentential form, a substring q(u(tl ... t,)) can be replaced 

bY r[t 1 ,..., tn] only if ti E D(xJ for all i, 1 < i < n. 
A transducer in yTR is deterministic (notation yDTR) if for any pair of different rules 

!A& ... x,)) - rl and q(u(xl ... x,)) + r2 (with the same left-hand side) there exists i, 
1 6 i < n, such that D,(xJ n D,(x,) = 0, where D, and D, are the mappings associated 
with these rules. i 

All previous definitions in this section can be generalized in an obvious way to the 
case of regular look-ahead. 

The next lemma shows that regular look-ahead does not extend the class of !&tree 
transformation languages. 

(3.3.4) LEMMA. Let 2 be a class of tree languages closed under Jinite-state relabelings. 
Then yTR(2) = yT(!C?) and TR(2) = T(2), and the constructions involved preserve deter- 
minism, state-bound, copying-bound and metalinear-bound. 
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Proof. The inclusions yT(2) C yP(2) and T(G) c TR(g) are trivial by providing the 
rules with look-ahead TX, where .Z is the input alphabet. The inclusion TR(i?) 51 T(2) 
is proved in Theorems 2.6 and 4.2 of [19]. It is easy to see that the same proof applies to 
yT transducers, giving y TR(!i?) C yT(B), and that the construction preserves determinism 
and bounds. a 

4. TWO-WAY TRANSDUCERS AND ONE-WAY CHECKING MACHINES 

The devices studied in the previous section can be viewed in two different ways. First, 
they can be considered as parallel rewriting systems that generate languages. This is 
true in particular of ETOL systems, but it should be clear that the top-down tree trans- 
formation system can also be formulated with parallel rewriting rather than unrestricted 
rewriting (see the discussion following Definition 3.1.1). In fact, subcases of the GSDT 
have actually been formulated in such a way Cl]. 

Alternatively, as argued in Section 3, these devices can be viewed as transducers, the 
ranges of which are of special interest. These transducers are a generalization of the usual 
transducers in automata theory in that they operate in a highly parallel fashion. 

In this section we investigate automata of the usual sequential type which correspond 
to the parallel devices studied in the previous section. The feature of parallelism is 
simulated by a two-way (sequential) motion on the tree or string (up and down, or left 
and right, respectively). Analogous to the above discussion, such an automaton can be 
viewed in two ways which we discuss now in the opposite order. First, it can be viewed 
as a tree-to-string (or string-to-string) transducer which moves two-way on the input 
tree (or string). As such it is a sequential implementation of the parallel transducer, and 
we will be interested mainly in its range. Second, it can be considered as an acceptor by 
viewing the output string of the transducer as (one-way) input string and the input tree 
(or string) of the transducer as part of its (two-way) memory. Since this memory can 
first be filled nondeterministically with any tree (or string), such an acceptor is a generaliza- 
tion of the checking stack automaton of [3 l] ; we will therefore call it a one-way checking 
machine (its memory will also contain a kind of pushdown store, as discussed later). As 
such the automaton is an acceptor of the languages generated by parallel rewriting 
systems. 

Several examples of this correspondence between parallel and sequential transducers 
are known from the literature. We mention some of them. In [4] it is shown that finite 
copying GSDT can be realized by a sequential deterministic tree-to-string transducer 
(with the derivation trees of a context-free grammar as input language); from this it 
follows that yTr,(REC) equals the class of images of REC under these transducers. The 
monadic case of this result is proved in [45]. In fact, it is shown there that absolutely 
parallel grammars (which are equivalent to ETOL rIN systems) generate precisely all the 
ranges of two-way deterministic finite-state string transducers. This result is generalized 
to arbitrary input (control) languages in [35], where also bounds are taken into account. 
Earlier it was shown in [55] that the equal matrix grammars (which are special ETOL,t 
systems) generate the class of languages accepted by finite-turn checking automata. In 
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[45] it was observed that the two-way (nondeterministic) finite-state string transducer is 
equivalent to the checking stack automaton of [31] and this fact was generalized to 
arbitrary classes of input languages in [41]. For the unbounded case, it was proved in 
[61] that the class of ETOLlanguages is accepted by the cs-pd(checking stack - pushdown) 
automaton, whose memory consists of both a checking stack and a pushdown store, 
synchronized in such a way that a move up (or down) the stack is always accompanied by 
a pop (or push, respectively) on the pushdown. From the transducer point of view this 
machine is therefore a two-way pushdown transducer in which the movements (left or 
right) on the input string are synchronized with the operations (pop or push, respectively) 
on the pushdown. It was shown in [26] that the class of ranges of the deterministic 
version of this transducer is EDTOL. In [26] the cs-pd machine was generalized to the 
s-pd machine (with a stack rather than a checking stack) in order to characterize certain 
classes of languages generated by macro grammars. In this section we generalize both the 
cs-pd automaton and the tree transducer of [4] to a two-way tree-to-string pushdown 
transducer of which the movements up and down the tree are synchronized with the 
pops and pushes on the pushdown (respectively). Viewed as an acceptor this machine 
has a checking tree rather than a checking stack in its memory. In order to keep the 
flavor of both views we will call this new device a ct-pd (checking tree- pushdown) 
transducer. We will show that the class of images of REC under ct-pd transducers is 
equal to yT(REC), and similarly for arbitrary classes of input tree languages (satisfying 
some weak conditions). We then show that this result can be restricted to the deterministic, 
bounded, and monadic cases, thereby proving most of the results mentioned above. 
In particular a connection will be shown between finite copying and finite crossing, where 
“finite crossing” means that there is a bound on the number of times an arc of the input 
tree may be crossed (in either direction) by the ct-pd transducer. For the monadic case 
this issue was investigated in [46], and systematically in [35]. Similarly, the metalinear 
restriction corresponds to finite-pass transducers, where “finite-pass” means that the 
transducer can make only a bounded number of passes over the input tree. This was 
investigated in the monadic case in [55], and systematically in [35]. At the end of the 
section we exhibit an inclusion diagram for all the classes of machines considered (in- 
cluding those of [26]) and p rove the correctness of this diagram. 

The formal definition of the ct-pd transducer is as follows. 

(4.1) DEFINITION. A checking tree -pushdown transducer (abbreviated by ct-pd 
transducer) is a construct M = (Q, Z, r, A, 6, ~a , F), where Q is a finite set of states, Z 
is the ranked input alphabet, r is the pushdown alphabet, d is the output alphabet, 
Q,, E Q is the initial state, F C Q is the set of final states, and S is a mapping from Q x Z x r 
into the finite subsets of Q x D x A *, where D = {up} u {stay(y) 1 y E r} u {down(i, y)l 
y E I’, i >, l}. A ct-pd transducer is deterministic (notation: dct-pd) if S is a partial function 
fromQxZxrintoQxDxA*. 1 

The words up, stay, and down are just identifiers used to facilitate the reading of the 
specifications of S. We note that, to be precise, we should have defined S to have the 
domain Q x (Z x N) x r, where for u E Z and i E N, (a, i) indicates a symbol of rank i 
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(that is, ik2 “knows” the rank of the input symbol). To avoid complicated notation, the 
rank of u should always be clear from the context. 

Intuitively, a configuration of a ct-pd transducer M consists of (see Fig. 5) an input 
tree (or checking tree), a pushdown tape, an output tape, and a finite control with three 
pointers: one to a node of the checking tree (the input pointer), one to the end of the 
output tape and one to the top of the pushdown. Suppose that the node d of the input 
tree pointed at is labeled u E Z,, , that y is the symbol on the top of the pushdown, and 
that the transducer is in state Q. If S(q, o, y) contains (q’, e, w), then the transducer can 
go into state q’, add w to the output, and act as follows depending on the value of e: if 
e = up, then M moves the input pointer to the father of d and pops the pushdown; 
if e = stay(y), then M changes y into y’ and does not move its input pointer; if e = 
down(i, y’) and 1 < i < 71, then M moves its input pointer to the ith son of d and pushes 
y’ on the pushdown. 

Given some input tree, M starts in the initial state, its input pointer at the root of the 
tree, the pushdown filled with one pushdown element and empty output. The com- 
putation of M ends successfully when M “falls off” the tree (by moving up from its root), 
empties its pushdown, and goes into a final state. It follows from this description that the 
number of symbols on the pushdown is always equal to the number of nodes on the path 
from the root to the node pointed at. In fact a good way to view the pushdown is to 
assume that each node of the input tree has an associated square on which a pushdown 
symbol can be printed, and to let the pushdown consist of the squares on the above- 
mentioned path (this is the reason we have drawn the pushdown upside-down in Fig. 5; 
but note that trees are in fact also drawn upside down!). 

At the end of their paper [4], Aho and Ullman discuss pebble automata, walking on 
trees, which keep the pebbles between a node and the root of the tree. Such a pebble 
automaton is in fact a restricted ct-pd transducer: a K-pebble automaton is a ct-pd 
transducer M = (Q, Z, T, A, 6, q. , F) such that r = (0, 1) and during computation at 
most k squares of the pushdown may contain I, i.e., a pebble. 

FIG. 5. The checking tree pushdown transducer. 
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(4.2) DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, .Z, r, d, 6, q,, ,F) be a ct-pd transducer. A con- 
$gt&ztion of M is a sequence (q, $(t), d, $, w) with q E Q, t E Tz , d is a node of $(t), 

$ E r*, and w E d * ($ is a “new” symbol of rank 1). The “move-relation” I- between 
configurations is defined as follows. Let q, q’ E Q; t E T,; d a node of $(t) labeled with 
a~& (n>O); I/ET*; y,y’~c and erEA*. Let C, =(q,$(t),d,#y,w) and let 
S(q, (I, r) contain (q’, e, w). Then C, t- C, , such that 

(i) if e = up, then C, = (q’, $(t), d’, #, wv), where d’ is the father of d; 
(ii) if e = stay(/), then C’s = (q’, $(t), d, #y’, wv); and 

(iii) if e = down(i, 7) and 1 < i < n, then Cs = (q’, $(t), d’, #yy’, ww), where d’ 
is the ith son of d. 4 

As usual, I--* is used to denote computations of M (i.e., sequences of t- moves). 
The translation realized by M, denoted also by M, is M = {(t, w) c Tr: x A* 1 (q,, , $(t), 
d ,, , y, h) +--* (q, $(t), d, , X, w) for some y E r and q E F}, where d, denotes the root 
of t and d, the root of $(t). 1 

The class of translations realized by ct-pd transducers (dct-pd transducers) is denoted 
by CT-PD{DCT-PD}. The class of images of tree languages from a class !Z under ct-pd 
transducers will be denoted by CT-PD(f?). 

Let M = (Q, Z, I’, d, 6, q0 , F) be a ct-pd transducer. M is called a checking tree 
transducer (ct transducer) if r is a singleton. In that case the pushdown is useless. For ct 
transducers we omit all reference to r, thus M = (Q, Z’, d ,6, q0 , F) and 8 is a multivalued 
function from Q x .Z into Q x D x A*, where D = {up, stay) u {down(i) 1 i 2 l}. 
The deterministic checking tree transducer (dct transducer) is the tree automaton of [4]. 
M is a checking stack -pushdown transducer (cs-pd transducer) if .?Y is monadic, and M is a 
checking stack transducer (cs transducer) if 2 is monadic and r is a singleton. In the 
monadic case we shall sometimes write “left” and “right(y)” rather than “up” and 
“down(1, y).” It is easy to show that (with respect to ranges) the cs-pd transducer is 
equivalent to the cs-pd machine of [61], and that the cs transducer is equivalent to both 
the checking stack automaton of [31] and the 2-way gsm of [3, 17,41,45]. 

The classes of translations corresponding to the above transducers will be indicated 
by capitals. Thus CT and DCS-PD denote the class of translations realized by ct and 
dcs-pd transducers, respectively. 

Next we define restrictions on the ct-pd transducer corresponding to the finite copying 
and metalinear restrictions of the previous section (there seems to be no clear concept 
corresponding to state-bound). 

(4.3) DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, Z, I’, A, 8, q0 , F) be a ct-pd transducer. A move of 
of type (i) or (iii), as in Definition 4.2, is called a crossing of the arc between d and d’ 
(upward or downward, respectively). For k > 1 a computation of M is k-crossing if 
each arc of t is crossed at most 2k times (in either direction) in that computation. 

Let L be a tree language. For k 3 1, the pair (M, L) is k-crossing if for each w E M(L) 
there exist t EL and a successful k-crossing computation of M on t with output w. 
(M, L) isJinite crossing if it is k-crossing for some k. 
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A pass of M on a subtree ti of an input tree t = a(t, **a tn) is a computation of M on t 
which consists of a move from the root of t down to the root of ti , followed by a l- 
crossing computation on ti , followed by a move from the root of ti up to the root of t. 
A computation of M on t = u(tl a+* t,) is k-pass if it consists of consecutive passes on 
the ti’s (ending by a move up to d,), such that each ti is passed at most k times. (M,L) 
is k-pass if there is a succesful k-pass computation for each w E M(L), and (M,L) is 
jnite puss if it is k-pass for some k > 1. The above terminology also applies to M if it 
is true of (M, Tz). 1 

“Finite crossing” is denoted by a subscript “fc,” finite pass” by a subscript “fp,” and 
bounds, as usual, by subscripts ‘l(k).” Thus CT-PDr&REC) denotes the class of all 
languages M(L) with M E CT-PD and L E REC, such that (M, L) is k-crossing. 

Intuitively, a ct-pd transducer is k-crossing if it makes at most k translations of each 
subtree s of the input tree. In fact, each subcomputation which starts by crossing down- 
ward the arc to the root of s from its father and ends by crossing it upward may be viewed 
as one translation of s. 

We first show that each dct transducer is finite crossing. 

(4.4) LEMMA. For every class !2 of tree languages, DCT(!i!) = DCTr,(B) and DCS(!G) 
= DCSr@). 

Proof. Consider a successful computation of a dct transducer M = (Q, Z, A, 6, q,, , F) 
on an input tree t. Suppose that this computation is not k-crossing, where k = (#(Q))“. 
Then there exists an arc of t which is twice crossed downward going from the same 
state or into the same state ps . This would mean that M is in an endless computation. [ 

We will show later that even CT-PDr,(L?) = CTre(2) = DCT(e) and similarly for 
CS-PD (see the remarks following Theorem 4.9). 

A deep investigation into the properties of the ranges of finite-crossing and finite-pass 
checking stack transducers (with arbitrary class of input languages) was made in [35]. 
It is shown there [35 (Theorem 2.2)] that finite-crossing cs transducers are equivalent 
(with respect to ranges) to “finite-visit” cs transducers (meaning that the transducer 
visits each “node” of the input string a bounded number of times), with the same bound. 
The same fact can easily be shown for ct-pd (and ct) transducers, however due to non- 
monadicness the bounds do not correspond. The finite-pass cs transducers are called 
“finite reversal” in [35], and the definition of finite reversal is somewhat less restrictive 
than that of finite pass. It can however easily be shown that both definitions are equivalent. 
The connection between the notation of [3.5] and ours is that FINITEVISIT = 
DCS(e), FINITEREVERSAL = DC&,(c), DC&,(,)(c) = 2k-VISIT(g), and 
DCS,,&) = 2k-REVERSAL(B), h w ere !i? is a full semi-AFL (cf. Corollary 4.10). 

In the first theorem of this section we show the precise relationship between ct-pd 
translations and top-down tree-to-string translations. 

(4.5) THEOREM. CT-PD = yRT, and the constructions involved preserve crossing 
(= copying) bound and pass (= metalinear) bound. 
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Proof. To prove that CT-PD C yRT, let M = (Q, Z, r, A, 6, p,, ,F) be a ct-pd 
transducer and assume first that M uses no stay instructions. The proof will be similar 
to that of Lemma 7.5 in [4], where the DCT case is treated. Construct the top-down 
tree-to-string transducer with regular right-hand sides (see Definition 3.3.3) M’ = 
(Q x I’ x Q, Z, A, {qO} x r x F, R). Note that M’ has a set {qO} x r x F of initial 
states; this can easily be taken care of. We shall construct the set of rules R of M’ in 
such a way that 

(nl , y, q2)(t) ~2 w in M’ if and only if <ql, 96(t), 4, Y, A> tli- (q2, S(t), & , A, w> in M, 
(*) 

i.e., M walks on a subtree t starting in state qi at its root with pushdown symbol y “at this 
root,” and “falls off” the subtree in state qs , p reducing output w. It is clear that this 
statement implies that M’ = M. The rules of R now easily follow. 

(1.) Let u E Zs . If S(q, , u, y) contains (4s , up, w), then (qr , y, q&(u) + w is in R. 
(2.) Let u E & with n > 1. The rule (Q , y, qa)(a(x, *.* x,)) + wr( p, , y1 , pi) x 

(Xi,> WPC Pz 9 3/2 P P%,J **. w&( p, , ylc , p;)(Xik)Wk+i is in R if and only if S(q, , u, 7) 
contains ( p, , down(z, , n), 4, a( PL,, , 0, Y) contab ( p, , down(L , y,J, w,) for 
2<m<k,and6(pk, u, Y) contains k2 , up, wk+d. 

This ends the construction of M’. For fixed Q , y, q2 , and a, the set of possible right- 
hand sides is clearly regular (it is determined by the finite control 6 of M). It is easy to 
prove the above statement (*) that links M and M’, by induction. It can be proved 
simultaneously, using Definition 3.1.8, that the derivation of M’ has copying-bound k 
if and only if the corresponding computation of M is k-crossing, for any k. After replacing 
the initial states of M’ by one new initial state 4: , and adding the appropriate rules, it 
should be clear that M’ is k-metalinear if M is k-pass. 

It is left to the reader to prove the case that Muses stay instructions (it complicates the 
definition of R only slightly, because y can be changed by the stay instructions). 

To show that yRT C CT-PD, let M = (Q, 2, A, q0 , R) be in yRT. For 4~ Q and 
u E 2$ (n > 0), let G(q, U) be a right-linear grammar generating the set of all right-hand 
sides of rules with left-hand side q(u(x, es* x,)). We assume that the corresponding sets 
N(p, u) of nonterminals of these grammars are mutually disjoint, and we assume also that 
the rules of G(q, u are of the form A --+ wB, A -+ w, or A + p(x,)B with A, B E N(q, u), ) 
wEA*,pEQ,andl <i<n.LetN=U{N(q,u)]q~Q,u~X}.Leteand#benew 
symbols. Construct the ct-pd transducer M’ = (Q’, .Z, r, A, 6, q0 ,F) such that Q’ = 
F = {#} u Q!-u (Q x {l,..., m}), where m is the maximal rank of a symbol in .Z, 
r = {e} u N, and S is defined as follows. 

(i> %, 0, $1 = (#, stay(S), 4, h w ere S is the initial nonterminal of G(p, u). 

(ii) 6(#, u, A) contains (#, stay(B), w) if A -+ WB is a rule, (#, up, w) if A -+ w 
is a rule, and ((q, i), stay(B), h) if A + q(x,)B is a rule. 

(iii) 6((q, i), u, A) = (q, down(i, e), A). 
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This ends the construction of M’. Its S is constructed in such a way that the non- 
terminal in the pushdown square “associated with” a node remembers which part of the 
right-hand side of the rule applied at this node has already been simulated and which 
part should still be treated. Formally it can be shown that q(t) % w in M if and only if 
(n, $(t), d,, , e, A) & (#, $(t), d, , A, w) in M’ and that the derivation of M has copying- 
bound k if and only if the computation of M’ is k-crossing, for any k. After extending the 
definition of 6 such that S(q,, , u, S) = a(#, U, S), where S is the initial nonterminal of 
G(p,, , a), it is clear that M’ is k-pass if M is k-metalinear. This proves the theorem. 1 

Note that it follows from Theorem 4.5 that the domain of a ct-pd transducer is 
recognizable. In fact, it is easy to associate with each yRT transducer a yT transducer 
with the same domain; yT transducers have recognizable domains [48]. 

Note also that yT equals the class of finite image ct-pd translations (by the remark 
following Definition 3.3.1). 

(4.6) COROLLARY. If I! is a class of tree languages closed under insertion of regular 
languages, then CT-PD(e) = yT(2). If 2 is a class of languages closed under h-free regular 
substitution and sequential machine mappings, then CS-PD(B) = ETOL(!Z). In particular, 
CT-PD(REC) = yT(REC) and CS-PD(REG) = ETOL; moreower, in this case, we may 
assume that the input language is always T, , where Z is the input alphabet. 

Proof. The equalities follow from the previous theorem and Theorems 3.3.2 and 
3.2.2. The rest of the statement follows by observing that Theorem 3.2.1 can easily be 
generalized to regular right-hand sides. Hence CT-PD(REC) = yRT(REG) = yRT({ TX 1 
2 ranked alphabet)) = CT-PD((T, ] 2 ranked alphabet}) and similarly for CS-PD. 1 

The characterization of ETOL by cs-pd machines was shown in [61]. 
The next theorem provides a precise characterization of the deterministic ct-pd 

translations. 

(4.7) THEOREM. DCT-PD = yDTR, and the construction involved to prove DCT-PD 
C yDTR preserves crossing (= copying) bound and pass (= m&a&near) bound. 

Proof. To prove that DCT-PD CyDTR we turn the transducer M’ in the first 
half of the proof of Theorem 4.5 into a deterministic one, using regular look-ahead (see 
Definition 3.3.3) and the fact that M is deterministic (for notation we refer to the proof 
of Theorem 4.5). It follows from the remark following Theorem 4.5 that the domain 
of a ct-pd transducer is recognizable; hence, for given q1 , q2 E Q and y E r, the set of 
all t E TX such that (ql , $(t), d, , y, h) G(q2,$(t),d,,,,h,w)in Mfor some WGA* is 
recognizable; let us denote this set by D(ql , y, q2). Moreover, since M is deterministic, 
q2 is determined uniquely by q1 and y. We now associate with the rule mentioned under (2) 
in the proof of Theorem 4.5 the regular look-ahead mapping D such that, for 1 <j < n, 
D(xj) is the intersection of all D( p, , 3/m , pk) such that xi, = xj . By the previous ob- 
servations this change turns M’ into a deterministic top-down tree-to-string transducer 
with regular look-ahead. The case that Muses stay rules is entirely similar. It should be 
clear that bounds are still preserved. 
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Let us now show that yDTR 2 DCT-PD. It is easy to see from the second half of the 
proof of Theorem 4.5 that if ME yDT, then M’ E DCT-PD (since the G(p, u) generate 
singletons, we may assume that each nonterminal of G(p, u) is the left-hand side of 
exactly one of its rules). It remains to prove that the dct-pd transducer can handle regular 
look-ahead. For each recognizable tree language L we can find a dct-pd transducer 
which has L as its domain. In fact, if A is a (nondeterministic) top-down finite tree 
automaton recognizing L, then a dct-pd transducer A’ can simulate A by back-tracking. 
On the pd-square associated with a node, A’ puts a possible state-transition of A and 
then simulates the behavior of A on the succesive subtrees of the node; if this does not 
lead to acceptance, A’ puts the next possible state-transition of A on the pd-square, etc. 

Now, if ME yDTR, then we can construct a dct-pd transducer M’ which, when 
arriving at a node, first checks the regular look-ahead of the immediate subtrees of the 
node (using back-tracking as described above, and marking the pd-square of the node 
in order to find it back), and then picks the unique rule to be applied, continuing the 
simulation as in the second half of the proof of Theorem 4.5. 1 

It was shown in [19] that DTR has nicer closure properties than DT. The above theorem 
is another reason to prefer DTR to DT. 

(4.8) C OROLLARY. If !2 is a class of tree languages closed under finite-state relabelings, 
then DCT-PD(e) = yDT(2). If !2 is a class of languages closed under sequential machine 
mappings, then DCS-PD(g) = EDTOL(2). Inparticular, DCT-PD(REC) = yDT(REC) 
and DCS-PD(REG) = EDTOL; moreower, in this case, we may assume that the input 
language is always Tz , where .Z is the input alphabet. 

Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 4.6, using Lemma 3.3.4 and the generalization 
of Theorem 3.2.1 to regular look-ahead. 1 

The characterization of EDTOL by dcs-pd transducers was also shown in [26]. 
We now turn to the deterministic checking tree transducer (without pd-facility) and 

show that it is closely connected to the finite-copying top-down tree-to-string transducer 
r41* 

(4.9) T HEOREM. Let 52 be a class of tree languages closed under finite-state relabelings. 
For each R 3 1, DCT~,&?) = YTwW, and DCTQ&) = Y Tmd8. Hence 
DCT(Q) = yTfc(!2) and DCTrp(c) = yT&f!). 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.7 that DCTr&2) C DCT-PDr,&g) C 
yDT&(2), and hence by Lemma 3.3.4 DCTr,,,,(e) CyDT&f!); and similarly for 
fp and ml. Thus to prove the theorem (and Lemma 3.2.3!), it suffices to show that 
yTicck)(2) C DCTr,(,,(2), and similarly for ml and fp (cf. Lemma 4.4). 

The simultation is similar to the one given in the second half of the proof of Theorem 
4.5. Due to the finite-copying property of the top-down transducer we do not need the 
pd-facility; instead, the information concerning the (bounded number of) rules applied 
at each node can be printed on that node in advance. The proof is entirely similar to that 
of Theorem 7.2 of [4]. 
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Let M = (Q, 4 4 q. , R) be in YTW and L E 9. We first construct a new input 
language L’ by relabeling each node of an input tree by (rr ,..., rs, n), s < k, where 
0-1 ,.*., r,> is the rule-sequence at the node corresponding to some derivation of M, and n 
indicates that this node is the nth son of its father. By the remarks following Definition 
3.1.8 this relabeling can be realized by a nondeterministic top-down finite-state relabeling, 
and hence L’ E f?. To simplify notation we assume that instead of rules only their right- 
hand sides are printed, in which, moreover, each occurrence of a q(xi) is replaced by xi . 
Thus each ri is actually an element of (d u X)*. We now construct a dct transducer M’ 
which simulates a derivation of M on input tree t by traversing the relabeled t as indicated 
by the rule-sequences of the derivation; thus M’(L’) = M(L). 

Let M’ = (Q’, Z’, d, 6, 4;) F), where Z’ is the set of all (ri ,..., rS , n) such that 
0 < s < k, ri is the right-hand side of a rule in R with states and parentheses deleted 
and 1 < n < max (where max is the maximal rank of an element of 2); Q’ = F = 
{[down, ;] j 1 < i < k} u {[up, i,j] 1 1 < i < k, 1 < j < max}, and qi = [down, I]; 6 
will be constructed later. 

The strings “down” and “up” are just identifiers to facilitate the specification of 6. 
Intuitively, if M’ is in state [down, i] at some node, it will start the simulation of the ith 
translation of the subtree at that node; if M’ is in state [up, i,j] at some node, it has just 
finished the simulation of the ith translation of the subtree at the jth son of that node. 
Due to the presence of the rule-sequences and the clear relationship between the rule- 
sequence of a father and those of its sons, M’ can always see in which state it has to be. 
We now specify 6 formally. 

(1) Let 4 = [down, i] and (T = (ri ,..., rS , n}. 

(la) If ri = w,x,w, for some w, Ed*, nz 3 1, ws E (d U X)*, and if this x,~ is 
the jth occurrence of x, in rlr2 ... rs (i.e., x, occurs j - 1 times in r, ... TieI), then 
S(q, u) = ([down, jl, down(m), 4. 

(lb) If Tied*, then 6(q, u) = ([up, i,n], up,rJ. 

(2) Let q = [up , i, m] and u = (rl ,..., rs , n). Let the ith occurrence of x, in rl ... rS 
occur m rU , i.e., r, = wix,ws with wi , wa E (il u X)* and & occurs i - 1 times in 
rlr2 ... r,_,w, . 

(2a) If wa = ~axPo~ for some zrs E d*, p >, 1 and V; E (d u X)*, and if this x, is 
the jth occurrence of x in rl 1.. s(q, u) = ([down 31 doDwn(p) )rs (i.e., xp occurs j - 1 times in rl ..a ru-lwlx,), then 

3 vi2 . 
(2b) If ws ; d:, then 6(q, 0) = ([up, u, n], up, ws). 

This ends the construction of M’. It should be clear that M’ faithfully obeys the 
indications of the rule-sequences at the nodes of the input tree. Also, if x, occurs n 
. . 

trmes in a sequence rl , . . . , rs at some node, then M’ crosses n times the arc from that node 
to its mth son (and back). Hence M’ is k-crossing. It should also be clear that M’ is k-pass 
if M is k-metalinear. Formal proofs of these facts are left to the reader. 1 

As indicated in the proof of this theorem, we have simultaneously obtained a proof 
of Lemma 3.2.3. 
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We note that if fi is a class of tree languages closed under finite-state relabelings and 
insertion of regular languages, then CT-PDr,(,)(2) = DCTr,(,)(g) and hence CT- 
PDrc(g) = DCT(B). In fact, by Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 3.3.2, CT-PDf,(,)(2) = 
y,RTr,(,,(B) = yT,,&f?) and the above equality follows from Theorem 4.9. Similarly, 
CT-PDr,&e) = DCTr,u.,(g). These equalities are in particular true for f! = REC 
and f? = REG (and hence for cs-pd transducers). In [46, 35-J it is shown that the same 
class is obtained even when arbitrary printing is allowed on the checking stack, but the 
machine is still restricted to be finite crossing (or finite pass). 

By considering the monadic case of Theorem 4.9 we obtain the following corollary 
(see Theorem 3.2.2). 

(4.10) COROLLARY. Let 2 be a class of languages closed under sequential machine 
mappings. Then DCS(a) = ETOLFIN(g) and DC&a(e) = ETOL,r(g) and similarly for 
the corresponding bounded classes. 

For the recognizable and regular languages the result looks as follows. 

(4.11) COROLLARY. (i) yTre(REC) = DCT(REC) and ETOLprN = DCS(REG), 

(ii) yTml(REC) = DCTr,(REC) and ETOL,r = DCSr,(REG). 

Similar equalities hold for the corresponding bounded classes. 

It is not clear whether, in this corollary, the input language of the dct transducer 
may be restricted to Tz as in the previous theorems. For the monadic case this can easily 
be proved [35, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.21. 

The first equality of Corollary 4.110 1 was shown in Section 6 of [4] and the second in 
[45], both without bounds. The first equality of Corollary 4.10 was shown (with bounds) 
in [35]. It was also shown there that DCSr,(f?) can be obtained by iteration of control on 
linear context-free grammars. As mentioned already in Section 3, several of the results 
proved for the ETOL classes in Section 3 (or in [SO, 51, 621) can also be found in the 
literature for the corresponding DCS classes (see [35, 41, 17, 34, 401). 

We have found sequential machines corresponding to all the classes of top-down tree- 
to-string transducers and ETOL systems in the diagram of Fig. 3. The corresponding 
machine diagram is given in Fig. 6, where the indications (REC) and (REG) and the 
bounds have been left out for reasons of readability. 

To this diagram we add the classes CS(REG) and CT(REC) of checking stack and 
checking tree languages, respectively, for which no corresponding top-down tree-to- 
string transducers have been found. We also add the diagram of s-pd machines, stack 
machines and nonerasing stack machines considered in [26], which is contained in the 
class of macro grammars, recognized by the nested stack machine. This gives the diagram 
of Fig. 7 which represents the relationships between various classes of s-pd and ct-pd 
machines that recognize macro languages or tree transformation languages. (To improve 
readability lowercase letters are used rather than capitals. An ascending line denotes 
inclusion.) 

An s-pd (stack-pushdown) machine is the same as a cs-pd machine, except that it has 
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CT-I’D 

/\ 
DZFP!3 cs-FD 

/\/ 

Yl,\ Trn 

my /= 
!xs 

fp 

FIG. 6. Classes of output languages of checking transducers (without REC and REG). 

dct 
fFJ 

FIG. 7. Classes of tree transformation languages and macro languages. 

a usual stack rather than a checking stack. Thus Fig. 7 shows that quite a number of 
well-known classes of tree transformation and macro (indexed) languages can be obtained 
by simple variations of one type of machine model. 

To prove the correctness of this diagram it suffices (because the correctness of the 
diagram of Fig. 6 and that of the diagram of [26] are known) to prove the existence of a 
language L, in CS(REG) but not in DCT-PD(REC), and a language L, in DNES but 
not in CT(REC). An example of L, is the language (w E {a, b}* 1 the number of a’s in w 
is not prime), which can easily be shown to be in CS(REG) (see [31]), but is not in 
DCT-PD(REC) = yDT(REC) by Theorem 3.2.14 and Corollary 3.2.7. (Actually, we 
found Theorem 3.2.14 when trying to find L,). To obtain a language L, we generalize a 
result concerning checking stack languages [41, 351 to trees. 
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(4.12) LEMMA. Let I! be a class of tree languages closed under jinite-state relabelings 
and insertion of regular languages. Let L be a language which contains no infinite regular 
language. If L E CT(e), then L E DCT(2). 

Proof. Let L = M(L’) with ME CT and L’ E 2. Since L does not contain an infinite 
regular language, (M, L’) must be finite crossing. In fact, if (M, L’) is not finite crossing 
then a computation of M can be found that crosses twice the same arc of an input tree 
from L’, in the same direction and in the same states. Consequently, the piece of the 
computation between these two crossings may be repeated an arbitrary number of times. 
By originally restricting our attention to shortest computations (of an output string) we 
may assume that the output produced between the two crossings is nonempty. Hence the 
above repetition gives rise to output strings of the form wlwUZnwa with w, # h and n > 1: 
i.e., an infinite regular subset of L. Consequently L E CTfc(ti). By the remark following 
Theorem 4.9, CTr,(!Z) = DCT(2) and the lemma is proved. 1 

Let L, = {una ( n 3 1) and assume that this DNES language is in CT(REC). Since L, 
contains no infinite regular subset, Lemma 4.12 implies that L, E DCT(REC). However, 
because DCT(REC) = y Tr,(REC) by C orollary 4.11 and the languages of yTr,(REC) 
are Parikh by Corollary 3.2.7, this leads to a contradiction. This shows the correctness 
of the diagram of Fig. 7. 

Recall the pebble automaton of [4] as discussed before Definition 4.2. It is noted in [4] 
(without proof) that on monadic trees (i.e., derivation trees of linear context-free gram- 
mars) the K-pebble automata are equivalent to EDTOL systems (i.e., GSDT) for which 
the length of the state-sequence at a node d is c . nb, where n is the distance of d to the 
root; cf. the remarks on such systems before Theorem 3.2.4. Whether this relation also 
holds in general is still open. In [4] it is also suggested that stack-languages could be 
characterized by pebble automata on trees. It follows from the diagram of Fig. 7 that 
this is not possible in general (for the pebble automata of [4]). It can, however, easily be 
shown that the nonerasing stack (nes) languages can be produced by l-pebble cs-pd 
transducers (see [2q). 

5. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 

The classes of languages discussed in the previous two sections have nice closure 
properties. They are closed under most of the usual AFL operations on languages. In 
the monadic case closure properties have been studied extensively, and in various degrees 
of generality, in the literature on checking stack automata [31, 35, 551, two-way finite- 
state transducers [3, 11, 17, 41,451, ETOL systems [49, 50, 51, 621 and AFL theory [30, 
331. Operations on tree languages and the closely related topic of composition of tree 
transducers were studied in [48, 56, 9, 18, 191. 

In this section we first consider AFL operations. In particular we show thatyZ’r,(,,(REC) 
is a full substitution-closed AFL and that yT(REC) is not a hyper-AFL. Then we focus 
attention on closure under dcs (and cs) translations, i.e., 2-way gsm mappings. It is well 
known [41, 351 that the application of DCS on a class of languages is idempotent (in fact 
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dcs translations are closed under composition [ll]), implying that DCS(REG) is closed 
under dcs translations. We generalize this by showing that deterministic top-down 
Z-tree transformation languages (in particular yDT(REC) and EDTOL) are closed under 
dcs translations. The result is obtained by a straightforward simulation of a 2-way string 
(dcs) transducer working on the yield of a tree, by a 2-way tree-to-string (dct) transducer 
walking on the tree itself, and using the fact that DTR tree translations are closed under 
composition [19]. 

We shall consider the AFL closure properties of all the classes in the diagram of 
Fig. 3, including the bounded ones. It is left to the interested reader to see how the 
results can be generalized to an arbitrary class of input languages (cf. [41, 35, 91). It is 
easy to see that all these classes are closed under union and homomorphisms. Also, they 
are all closed under intersection with a regular language; in fact, for a top-down tree 
transformation system (M, L) and any regular language R, M(L) n R = M(L CI M-l(R)) 
and, since M?(R) is recognizable [43], L n M-I(R) is a new recognizable input language 
to the same transducer M. The nonmonadic classes are easily seen to be closed under 
concatenation and, except for the metalinear ones, under Kleene star (by applying 
respectively the operations a(L,L,) and a(La(L *.* a(LL) .a.)) for some new a of rank 2 
to the input languages). 

The classes yT(REC) and ETOL are known to be substitution-closed full AFL’s 
[9,49]. ETOL is even a full hyper-AFL [lo, 531, i.e., closed under iterated substitution 
[7], but yT(REC) is not, as will be shown in Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 (using 
insertion of regular languages it is easy to see that we may allow the yT transducer to 
have ETOL right-hand sides, but any class larger than ETOL is beyond the power of 
yT(REC)). ETOL is a full-principal AFL (cf. [12]) and the same is true for yT(REC). In 
fact the ct-pd machine viewed asan acceptor for yT(REC) languages (Corollary 4.6) can 
easily be formulated as a finitely encoded AFA (note that all languages in yT(REC) can be 
produced by transducers with the fixed input alphabet Z = (0, I} = Z,, = Z; = Za by 
a straightforward coding argument). 

As note above the classes yDT(REC), EDTOL, yT&REC), ETOLt,) , yDTo&REC), 
and EDTOLu, are closed under all AFL operations except inverse homomorphism; 
yDT(REC) and EDTOL are also closed under deterministic gsm mappings (even 2-way, 
as will be shown later). It follows from Theorem 3.2.14 that yDT(REC) and EDTOL 
are not closed under inverse homomorphism. The above-mentioned bounded classes are 
not closed under deterministic gsm mappings (and hence not under inverse homomor- 
phism); in fact, for each k the language {(&ZJ)~” 1 n > 0} is generated by an EDTOLu, 
system with rules q,,(ux) - (qi(~)b)~“, ql(m) + q,(x), qi(~x) + A and this language can 
be transformed by a deterministic gsm into the language L, = {ulnu24 *.. a& ( n 3 0) 
which is not in yT,,-,,(REC) by Theorem 3.2.5. 

We now state the closure properties of the finite-copying and metalinear classes. 

(5.1) THEOREM. Let k > I. 

(i) y Tr,&REC) and y Tr,(REC) are substitution-closed full AFL’s; the Zutter is 
not full principal. 
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(ii) YL~(~)(REC) d y TdREC) are concatenation-closed full semi-AFL’s; the 
latter is not full principal. 

(iii) ETOLFINtlc) and ETOL,r,,, are full semi-AFL’s; ET0Lrri.r is a substitution- 
closedfull AFL and ETOL,r is a concatenation-closedfull semi-AFL, both not fullprincipal. 

Proof. For a proof of (iii) the reader is referred to the “monadic” literature [35,45, 
50, 621. To prove (i) and (ii) it suffices (by the discussion preceding this theorem) to 
show that these classes are closed under regular substitution (this follows directly from 
Lemma 3.3.2) and that yTr,(,l(REC) is substitution closed. Note that nonprincipality 
follows from the hierarchy result of Theorem 3.2.5. 

We argue now that y Tr,(,)(REC) is closed under substitution. Let (M, L) be a deter- 
ministic top-down tree transformation system of copying-bound k with M = (Q, 2, A, 
qO, R) and L E REC. Let, for each a Ed, M&L,) be a language in yTr,(,,(REC). To 
obtain a top-down tree transformation system (M’,L’) with copying-bound k, which 
generates the substitution of the L, for a in L, we first change L into L’ as follows. Let 
A = {al ,..., a,) and assume (without loss of generality) that a right-hand side of a rule 
in R contains at most one occurrence of each symbol of A. L’ is obtained from L by 
adding nk additional subtrees at each node of a tree t EL, such that the ith k-tuple of 
new subtrees consists of trees in L,,; correspondingly the ranks of the elements of Z are 
increased by nk. Clearly L’ is recognizable. The new transducer M’ simulates M and, 
whenever M outputs some symbol a E d, it simulates the corresponding M, on one of 
the additional trees of L, . More precisely, suppose that M’ arrives at the jth copy of a 
node of (the modified) t, 1 < j < k, and that M would output ai at this step; then we 
want M’ to operate as M,, on thejth element of the ith k-tuple of the additional subtrees. 
In order to know at whilh copy of the node M’ arrives, M’ keeps track of the state- 
sequence of M at the nodes of the input tree and also its position in this state-sequence 
(which can easily be done due to the determinism of M). In this way the nodes in the 
additional subtrees are copied at most k times, and thus M’ will have copying-bound 
k onL’. 1 

Note that AFA formulations of all these classes can easily be derived from the corre- 
sponding machines in Section 4 (cf. [41] for the monadic case). 

Note also that, due to these closure properties, the counterexamples of Theorem 3.2.5 
can now be changed into languages over a two-letter alphabet; thus {(@b)“” 1 n > 0} is 
in ETOL,r(,, but not in yZ’r,,,&REC). 

It follows from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 3.2.14 that yTr,(REC) is the largest full AFL 
(even the largest class closed under inverse homomorphism) inside yDT(REC), and that 
ETOL,iN is the largest full AFL inside EDTOL. Similarly it follows from Corollary 3.2.12 
that CF is the largest full AFL inside yT&REC) and REG the largest in ETOL,r . 
The results on ETOL,u,, and ETOL,,(,) are also optimal: they are not closed under 
concatenation [62]. 

The difference between (i) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1 shows the power of unbounded 
rank of the input symbols (as used in the proof of Theorem 5.1). On the other hand, it 
is known that ETOLV,,(,, and ETOL,,(,, are full principal for each k [35, 50, 621, but 
in the tree case this is an open question. We do not know whether there exists a fixed 
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input alphabet Z such that all languages in yT,,(,)(REC) can be obtained from trans- 
formation systems with this input alphabet (this would give principality by finite encoding 
of the corresponding dct transducers). The trick that can be used in the case of y T(REC) 
to replace each node of rank n by n - 1 nodes of rank 2, increases the copying-bound of 
the transformation system. If the above question could be answered positively then we 
could even find (by a refinement of the proof of Theorem 4.9) one transducer M ~yTr,(,) 
such that yTr,(,,(REC) = (M(L) 1 L E REC); see Section 7 of [50] for the monadic case 
of this result. An alternative solution would of course be to restrict all trees to have 
maximal rank 2. By the trick mentioned it follows that this restriction does not influence 
the union families. One can show straightforwardly that yTr,(,,(REC,) is a full-principal 
AFL (where the subscript 2 denotes the restriction) and that a single transducer can be 
found which generates it by varying the input language. It is not clear any more whether 
this rank-restricted class is substitution closed. Note finally that in the terminology of 
GSDT this discussion amounts to the question whether, for GSDT with copying-bound 
k, the underlying context-free grammar can always be taken in Chomsky normal form 
(cf. PI)* 

By methods similar to those in the proof of Theorem 5.1(i) it can be shown that 
Y TwdRW, Y TdRECh and yT(REC) are even super-AFL’s [32], i.e., closed under 
nested iterated substitution. In the next theorem we show that the nesting is essential, 
i.e., that these classes are not hyper-AFL’s. 

(5.2) THEOREM. Let L be a language over alphabet A, b a letter not in A, and let f(L) 
denote the language {a,wa,w ..* a,w 1 a, E A, ala2 **. a, EL, w E b*}. If f(L) E~T(REC), 
then L E ETOL. 

Proof. Let f(L) = M(K) with K E REC and M = (Q, 2, A, q,, , R) in yT. A sketch 
of the proof is as follows. We note first that, since yT(REC) and ETOL are both closed 
under gsm mappings, we may assume that no string of L contains two consecutive 
occurrences of the same symbol. 

Suppose now that a rule of the form ~(u(xr ..* x,)) -+ 0.. pr(x,) ... pz(xj) ... with 
i # j is used in a derivation of a string alwazw *.* a,w for some very long w, such that 
ACti) ’ . . . a,wa,+, *.. and tj is very high (where t, , t, ,..., t, are the direct subtrees of 
the node to which the rule is applied). We will argue that such a situation cannot happen. 
Let us first change all subderivations which operate on ti , in such a way that the same 
rule is applied when M arrives in the same state at different copies of the same node of tj , 
i.e., all derivations on tj are made “deterministic” (“uniform” in the terminology of [44]). 
This also changes the generated string a,w ... a,w, however, since the derivation on ti 
is kept fixed, the new string still “has the same w.” It should be clear that to such 
(sub)derivations the pumping Theorem 3.2.4 is applicable (see [44]). Hence, since ti is 
high, we can pump the substrings generated by the derivations on tj , and moreover 
(because w is long and the substrings are short, and because of the first assumption of 
our proof) it follows from the preservation of the alphs that only the w’s are pumped. 
This contradicts the fact that the w is kept fixed by the derivation on ti . Hence such 
a rule is not needed. 
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By putting the appropriate information on the nodes of the input tree by a finite-state 
relabeling and directly “substituting” derivations that produce at most one element of A 
and derivations on small subtrees, we can therefore obtain the language L as M’(K), 
where M’ contains only rules of the form q(a(x, *.a x,J) + a or q(u(~r *.* x,)) -+ 
wr p(x,)v, with w, wr , w2 E d *. It is straightforward to turn such a yT transducer into 
an ETOL system. 1 

(5.3) COROLLARY. yT(REC) is not a hyper-AFL. ETOL is the only hyper-AFL 
included in yT(REC). 

Proof. Let !G C yT(REC) be a hyper-AFL, i.e., closed under iterated substitution. 
We shall show that B C ETOL (and hence fi = ETOL and the corollary is proved). Let 
L E !G. Let h be the homomorphism such that h(a) = ab for all a E A and h(b) = b, where 
A is the alphabet of L. Then lJn>,, An(L), i.e., the iterated application of h to L, is equal 
to f(L), as defined in Theorem 5.2. Hence, since I! is a hyper-AFL, f(L) E 2. It now 
follows from Theorem 5.2 that L E ETOL. Hence !G C ETOL. 1 

We note that this property distinguishes yT(REC) rather sharply from the class of 
indexed languages. The latter is a full hyper-AFL containing a proper hierarchy of full 
hyper-AFL’s [22, 271. 

We also note that it can be shown in a similar way that yDT(REC) is not closed under 
“deterministic substitution” [8] and that EDTOL is the largest class inside yDT(REC) 
closed under that operation. 

In the rest of this section we shall consider closure under dcs (and cs) transducers, i.e., 
closure under 2-way gsm mappings. We shall make an essential use of the following 
composition result on top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead. 

(5.4) THEOREM. DTR, DTpC and DTL are closed under composition. In particular, for 
k, n > 1, DT&,, 0 DT&,, C DT&,,, and similarly for ml. 

Proof. Closure of DTR under composition is proved in [19]. Unfortunately the proof 
does not preserve finite copying. It is, however, straightforward to prove this result 
directly by the standard method of applying a transducer M2 to the right-hand sides of 
the rules of a transducer M1 . The regular look-ahead of Ml and M, can easily be com- 
bined (using the fact that M-l(L) is recognizable if L is), and the eventual problem that M1 
deletes subtrees to be checked by M, can be handled by an additional regular look-ahead. 
Clearly, if M1 copies a node k times and M, copies each of these copies n times, then the 
newly constructed transducer will copy the original node Kn times. It is easy to see that 
metalinearity is preserved. A formal proof is left to the reader. [ 

Together with Lemma 3.2.3, Theorem 5.4 shows that if f! is a class of tree languages 
closed under finite-state relabelings (in particular if f? = REC), then Tfc(!2) and Tml(2) 
are closed under Tf, and Tml tree translations, respectively. This result can be viewed 
(and we will show this later) as a generalization of the monadic case [41, 35, 111: if f! is, 
say, a full semi-AFL, then DCS(e) is closed under dcs translations and DC&,(Q) under 
dcsr, translations (Corollary 5.8). 
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The essential construction in the proof of the closure of tree transformation languages 
under dcs transducers is the simulation of a dcs transducer on the yield of a tree by a 
dct transducer on that tree, as given in the next theorem. 

(5.5) THEOREM. If !2 is a class of tree languages closed under deterministic top-down 
Jinite-state relabelings, then DCS(yB) C yDTPc($) and DCSr,(y2) Z yDTir(e), and in 
particular, for K > 1, DCS,,&yf?) C yDT&,,, (f!), and similarly for fp and ml. If 2 is 
closed under arbitrary jinite-state relabelings, then DCS(y2) cyTf,(e) and DCSr,(y2) _C 
yT&!i?) and bounds are doubled as before. If I! is closed moreover under insertion of regular 
languages, then CS( yL?) C yT(!2). 

Proof. Let L E 2 be a tree language over 2 and let M = (Q, ZO , A, 6, q,, , F) be a cs 
transducer with input alphabet Z,, . We first change L into L’ by the (deterministic 
top-down) finite-state relabeling N that relabels u by (u, i) if the corresponding node is 
the ith son of its father (or, arbitrary, i = 1 if it is the root). Since M works on strings 
we let 6 be a function from Q x Z,, into the finite subsets of Q x {left, stay, right) x A*. 
The simulation of M be a ct transducer M’ proceeds as follows. If M is at a leaf of the 
tree, then M’ is at the same leaf (and stays there if M does). If M moves one leaf to the 
right, then M’ moves so to, say, a little bit to the right of the leaf (see Fig. 8) and moves 
up keeping the arcs of the tree at its left hand; after some time it will move down again, 
still keeping the arcs at his left hand, until it arrives at a leaf (where M is already waiting!). 
Similarly, if M moves left, then M’ moves a little bit left and then moves up and down 
again, keeping the arcs at his right hand this time. Clearly if M is deterministic, then 
so is A?‘. For a fixed arc of the input tree t with subtree t,, hanging down from that arc, if 
yield(t) = wi yield(t,)w, and M crosses the boundary between wr and yield(t,,) nr times 
and the one between yield(t,) and wa n2 times, then the arc is crossed n, + na times. 

FIG. 8. Simulation of a cs transducer by a ct transducer. 
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Hence if M is K-crossing, then M’ is 2K-crossing. In the finite-pass case the construction 
should be slightly changed so that M’ will move up to the root and down again whenever 
it is at the leftmost or rightmost leaf of the tree (we leave this to the reader). 

The formal construction of a ct transducer M’ such that M’(L’) = M(L) is as follows. 
Let M’ = (Q’, C x (1, 2 ,..., max}, d, 8, & , F), where max is the maximal rank of a 
symbol in Z, Q’ = Q u (Q x (l,..., max} x (left, right} x {up, down)), 4; = &,, -, 
right, down) (“-” denotes an arbitrary element of {l,..., max)) and 6’ is defined by the 
following requirements. 

If S(q, , u) contains (ns , left, 4, then S’(a , (u,j>) contains (& , j, left, up), up, w). 
If S(q, , 0) contains (nz , stay, w), then B’(q, , (a, j)) contains (4s , stay, w). 
If 8(Q1 , u) contains (a2 , right, w), then S’(ql , (u,j)) contains ((4s , j, right, up), up, w). 
Moreover, 

S’(<q,i, left, up>, (0, j>) 
= C&j, left, UP>, up,4 if i=l, 

= ((4, -, left, down), down(i - l), A) if i > 1, 

S’(<q, -, left, down), <a, j>) 

and 
= ((4, -, left, down), down(n), A) if uE&,n > 1, 

= (4, stay, 4 if uEZO, 

S'((s 6 ri&up), <+j>) 

= (hi, right, UP>, UP, 4 if oE&andi=n, 

= ((4, -, right, down), down(i + l), A) if u E &, i < n, 

S’((q, -) right, down), (a, j>) 
= ((4, -, right, down), down(l), A) if u E Z,, , n > 1, 

= (~2, stay, A) if uEZO. 

Note that, when going up, M’ knows from which son it came. It should be clear now 
that M’(L’) = M(L). The first part of the theorem follows now from Theorem 4.7, the 
second part from Lemma 3.3.4 and the third part from Corollary 4.6. 1 

By taking 2 = REC it follows that the images of the context-free languages under 
2-way gsm mappings are contained in the top-down tree transformation languages. 

(5.6) COROLLARY. 

ETOL,r r; DCSr,(CF) c yT,r(REC). 
ETOLFrN $Z DCS(CF) C yTr,(REC). 

CS(REG) s CS(CF) C yT(REC). 

Proof. The inclusions follow from Corollary 4.11 and the second part of the previous 
theorem. Proper inclusions follow from the existence of a context-free language not 
in EDTOL. 1 
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We conjecture that the remaining inclusions of this corollary are also proper. 
In [35] it is shown that, for any full semi-AFL !i?, DCSr,(2) can be obtained by iterating 

the process of putting control on linear context-free grammars, starting with control 
from B, such that the Kth iteration corresponds to 2”-l passes, i.e., DC&,(c) = 
(Jn DCS&,,(f!) or ETOL,l(ti) = un ETOLk,,,,(f!). Consequently DCSr,(CF) is equal 
to the hierarchy UK& considered in [39], and in particular !& = DC!&,+,,(CF). 
Hence by the previous theorem and its corollary, & C yT,u.&REC). Several results in 
[39] can be understood in this light, in particular the examples to prove the hierarchy 
proper, which are essentially the L,r of Theorem 3.2.5. 

It is shown in [35, 621 that DCSr&?) is the closure of L! under homomorphic replica- 
tions [30, 331. This implies that DCSrr,(CF) contains the simple matrix languages of [37] 
and the controlled pushdown automata languages of [38]. In [38] it is shown that 
DCSr,(CF) is a proper hierarchy, using the counterexamples of Theorem 3.2.5. 

In the next theorem we state the main result of this section. 

(5.7) THEOREM. If 0 is a class of tree languages closed under Jinite-state relabelings, 
then yDT(f?) and yTse(f?) are closed under dcs transducers, and y T&B) is closed under 
fkite-pass dcs transducers. In particular, for h, m 2 1, DCS~,(,)(YT~,(~)(~)) c yTsc(zmkJf2) 
and similarly for fp and ml. 

Proof. Recall that yTpe(2) = yDTre(f!) b e L emma 3.2.3, and similarly for ml. Since 
2 is closed under finite-state relabelings, the classes DT(2), DTI,&f!) and DT,&,f$ 
are closed under deterministic top-down finite-state relabelings (which are in DT,,u)) 
by Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 3.3.4. Hence the first part of Theorem 5.5 is applicable. 
Thus DCS(yDT(B)) CyDTk(DT(B)) CyDT(!G) by Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 3.3.4. 
Similarly, DCS,,(,)(yDTf,(,)(L?)) C r~G&,@Ttde)) C Y~TI~(~~L+(~), ad anab 
gously for fp and ml. [ 

Note that yT&REC) is not closed under dcs transducers by Corollary 3.2.13. 
The monadic case of the above theorem is stated next. 

(5.8) COROLLARY. If 2 is a class of languages closed under sequential machine mappings, 
then EDTOL(2) and ETOL&e) are closed under dcs transducers, and ETOL&fi) is 
closed under finite-pass dcs transducers. 

From ETOLFIN(-L\) = DCS(2) we obtain that DCSr,(k)(DCSpe(,)(~)) C DCSr,(,,,)(B), 
and similarly for DC&, (as proved in [35], see also [41]). The results on ETOL can also 
be understood by saying that ETOLFIN and ETOL,r are “closed under control,” i.e., 
ETOLr,,(ETOL,,,) = ETOL,rN and ETOL,r(ETOL,r) = ETOL,l . 

Thus yDT(REC), yTtc(REC), EDTOL and ETOLptN are all closed under determi- 
nistic 2-way gsm mappings and ETOL,,, is the smallest such class containing the regular 
languages. Similarly yTmr(REC), DCSr,(CF) and ETOL mr are closed under finite-pass 
dcs transducers, and ETOL,r is the smallest such class containing REG. 

We finally note that similar results cannot be obtained for CS-PD or DCS-PD. For 
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CS-PD, it follows directly from the copying theorems in [24] that ETOL (andyT(REC)) 
is not closed under dcs transducers. It is known that the language {(a%)s” 1 R 3 0} is in 
DCS-PD(LIN)[7], but not in EDTOL. Consequently, DCS-PD(REG), which is closed 
under dcs transducers by Corollary 5.8, is not closed under dcs-pd transducers, and 
thus dcs-pd transducers are not closed under composition, or equivalently EDTOL 
is not closed under control. 

6. MACRO GFUMMARS 

A rule cd4 - wdx) +A4 **a wnqn(x)wn+r of an ETOL system can be interpreted 
in two ways: as a rewriting rule (as we did until now), but also as part of a fixed point 
equation saying that if vi is the qi-translation of x then wlv,w,v, **a w,v,,w,+r is the 
q-translation of (TX. The same holds for top-down tree transducers. Macro grammars [28] 
are an appropriate tool to compute the fixed point of an ETOL system, in a stepwise 
fashion. In [13] is was shown that the linear basic macro grammars compute precisely 
all EDTOL fixed points, whereas the extended version of these grammars compute the 
ETOL fixed points (we note that, dually, EDTOL systems may be viewed as computing 
the fixed point of linear basic macro grammars, cf. [25]). Thus, as can also be seen from 
the diagram of Fig. 7, ETOL systems are a particular case of both tree transformation 
systems and macro grammars (the monadic and the linear case, respectively). 

The reason that we include a discussion of macro grammars in this paper is that they 
can be generalized in a straightforward way such that they are able to generate the top- 
down tree transformation languages. Actually, the generalized model is a particular type 
of bottom-up tree transducer (of which the linear basic macro grammar is the monadic 
case). Note that the fixed-point computation of an EDTOL language may be viewed as 
a bottom-up process; in [5, Vol. II] the working of a GSDT is actually defined by a 
bottom-up algorithm. 

Thus, both macro grammars and 2-way automata can be considered (after appropriate 
generalization) as a general framework for the classes of Fig. 7. 

In this section we relate the bounds on ETOL systems, as studied in Section 3, to 
natural bounds on macro grammars. We show that the state-bound (and copying-bound) 
of an ETOL system corresponds to the maximal number of arguments of the non- 
terminals in a macro grammar. For each k there exists an 01 macro language that can be 
generated with nonterminals of K arguments but not less. In fact the linear basic language 
L,,, of Theorem 3.2.5 is such a language. Hence the number of arguments of the macro 
grammar gives rise to a proper hierarchy in the class of 01 macro languages (see [47]). It 
turns out that ETOL,r, systems correspond to noncopying linear basic macro grammars, 
whereas to obtain ETOL,i no nonterminal of the macro grammar should “combine” 
some of its arguments into one argument of another nonterminal (by the application of 
a rule). This shows that the bounds on ETOL systems considered in the previous sections 
are also natural from the macro point of view. 

We shall treat EDTOL and its correspondence to the linear basic macro grammars, 
and leave the case of ETOL to the reader. 

57112012-6 
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(6.1) DEFINITION. A linear basic macro grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N, A, S, R), 
where N is a ranked alphabet of nonterminals, A is the terminal alphabet, S E N is the 
initial nonterminal (of rank 0), and R is a finite set of rules of one of the following forms. 

(a) A(x, ,..., x,) -j w,,B(wr ,..., w,)w,+, with n, m 3 0, A EN, , B EN, , and 
Wo 9 eo, >a.*, Q-1 E (X, u A)*. 

(b) 4x1 ,...> xm) --f w with m > 0, A E N,,, , and w E (X, U A)*. 

Sentential forms of G are of the form w,A(w, ,..., v,)v,+, with A E N, and a,, V, ,..., 
wm+r E A*. Application of a rule A(x, ,..., x,) -+ t, denoted by *, to this sentential form 
results in the new sentential form wot,,t[q , . . . , v,]er,+, . Derivations are denoted by 3. The 
languagegenerated by G is L(G) = {w E A* / S* 4 v}. 1 

The class of languages generated by linear basic macro grammars is denoted by LB. 
We now define the relevant restrictions on these grammars. 

(6.2) DEFINITION. Let G = (N, A, S, R) be a linear basic macro grammar. For 
k 2 0, G is k-argument if all its nonterminals are of rank at most k. G is iterative if in 
all its rules of type (a), see Definition 6.1, w. = w,+~ = X. G is double linear if each xi 
occurs at most once in the right-hand side of a given rule. G is triple linear if it is double 
linear and in each rule of type (a) each wi (1 < i < n) contains at most one element of 
-G, and wo, w,+,EA*. I 

“k-argument” will be denoted by subscript (k), “iterative” by I and “double” and 
“triple linear” by L2 and L3, respectively. Thus IL2B tk) denotes the class of languages 
generated by iterative k-argument double linear basic macro grammars. 

We note that ILB = LB, IL2B = L2B and IL3B = L3B. (Provide each nonterminal 
with two new arguments x0 and x, and change a rule of type (a) into A(x, , x, ,..., x, , xm) 
- B(xowo , WI,..., w, 9 w,+l x m ) and a rule of type (b) into A(x, , x1 ,..., x, , x,) + xowx,). 
This is not true for the k-argument classes. 

The correspondence between the bounds on EDTOL systems and those on linear 
basic macro grammars is stated in the next theorem. 

(6.3) THEOREM. (i) For k 3 1, EDTOLu, = ILBu) , ETOLFINu) = IL2Bt,, and 
ETOL,r(,, = IL2Bu, . 

(ii) EDTOL = LB, ETOLFIN = L2B and ETOLml = L3B. 

Proof. It suffices to show (i). We shall use refinements of the ideas of [13]. 
To prove that EDTOLu, C ILB(,) , let M = (Q, 2, A, q. , R) be an EDTOL,,) 

system. To simulate M by an ILB grammar we shall use the state-sets of M as nonterminals 
and for each state in the state-set we will keep a string derivable from this state in an 
argument of the nonterminal. Thus the grammar will be k-argument. Assume that the 
elements of Q are ordered in some fixed way; we shall always write the elements of a 
subset of Q in that order. Construct the ILB grammar G = (N, d, S, Ro), where N is 
the set of all subsets of Q with cardinal&y at most k (the rank of a subset is its cardinality), 
S = m and R, contains the rule {pi ,..., qT}(xl ,..., x,) -+ {p, ,..., ~,~}(wr ,..,, ws) iff there 
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exists u E .Z and uI ,..., *, E (A ” 14&h.-v !I&)))* such that, for 1 < i < s, p,(m) --+ ui 
is in R and w( is the result of replacing each &x) by xj in Ui (for 1 < j < Y), i.e., ui = 
w&1(4>...~ n;(41; moreover RG contains the rule {q,,}(x) + x. 

It can be proved by induction that o 3 (Q ,..., q,}(w, ,..., wr) in G (with w)i Ed*) if 
and only if there exists w E Z* such that dw) % wi (for 1 < i < Y) and the derivation 
ql(w) **- qXw) %- w1 **- w+. has state-bound k. This shows that L(G) = L(M). 

The proof that EDTOL,r,w _ C IL2Btk) is entirely similar. This time the nonterminals 
are the state-sequences of the EDTOL system, and in the above construction the set- 
notation {qi ,..., Q,.} should be replaced by the sequence-notation (qr ,..., qr). The only 
other change is that in the condition for a rule to be in R, the requirement uiua *.. u, E 
d *41(x) d *&4 *.. A *q,(x)d* should be added. Th e same statement as above can now 
be proved with respect to copying-bound K. To show that ETOL,u,, C IL3Bt,, one has 
to delete the rule (qo)( x + x and replace each right-hand side of the form (q,,)(w) by w. ) 

We now show that ILBt,, C EDTOLt,) . Let G = (N, A, S, R) be an ILB,,, grammar. 
By viewing the variables xi as new terminal symbols it should be clear that each non- 
terminal A E N, generates a languagesl,(G) = {w E (A u Xm)* ( A(x, ,..., x,) i%- w>; cf. 
[28]. We shall construct a regular controlled EDTOL system M that generates strings 
of L,(G) for all A E N. The variables xi will be used as states of M (and consequently M 
has state-bound K) and an application of a rule A&, ,..., x%) -+ B(w, ,..., w,) will be 
simulated using the fact that if B(x, ,..., x,) 5 w, then A(x, ,..., x,) 3 B(w, ,..., w,) 9 
W[Wl ,-.., w,]. The correct order of application of these rules will be ensured by a regular 
control language. Formally we construct M = (Q, Z, d, q. , RM) such that Q = 
{cl0 7 41 3..-, qi) (where q1 ,..., qk simulate xi , . . . . xlc , and q,, is new), z‘ = R and the elements 
of R, are obtained as follows. 

If u is the rule A(x, ,..., x,,J ---f B(wi ,..., w,), then the rule qii(ux) -+ wJ’q,(x) ,..., qnL(x)] 

is in R,,, for each i, 1 < i < n. If (I is the rule A@, ,..., x,,) -+ w, then the rule q,,(m) + 

w[q,(x),..., s&)1 is in RM . 
It can easily be proved by induction that A(x, ,..., x*) 9, w if and only if qo(wrev) 3, 

WklG%..> !ImO)l, where w denotes the sequence of rules applied in the derivation 
4x1 7..., x,) 3 w, and wrev its reverse. Hence L(G) = M(L), where L is the (obviously 
regular) language of all w E C* such that S 3, w for some w E A *. Hence, by Theorem 
3.2.2, L(G) E EDTOLo, . If G is double linear and A(x, ,..., x,) 3 w, then w contains 
each xi at most once; hence, by the above statement, each qi occurs at most once in each 
(parallel) sentential form of M; consequently M has index k. If G is triple linear, then M 

is metalinear. 1 

The definition of an exte&ed LB grammar (ELB grammar) is obtained from Definition 
6.1 by allowing wi ,..., w, in rules of type (a) to be finite subsets of (X, u A)*. It was 
shown in [13] that ELB = ETOL. The proof of Theorem 6.3 can be extended to show 
that, for K > 1, ETOLo, = IELB,,, . 

Another obvious way to extend LB grammars is by allowing control. It should be clear 
from the proof of Theorem 6.3 that this theorem can easily be extended to control 
languages 

We now discuss the link between macro grammars and top-down tree transducers. 
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An iterative linear basic macro grammar can also be viewed as a particular kind of bottom- 
up tree-to-string transducer (with monadic input tree): if u denotes the rule A(x, ,..., x,) 
+ B(w, )...) w,), then the corresponding rule for the bottom-up trans+cer would look 
like +4(x, ,..., x,)) -+ B(w, ,..., w,), where A and B are states of the transducer and IJ 
is a unary input symbol. Generalizing to arbitrary input trees we obtain a type of bottom- 
up tree transducer with rules of the form +4,(x1,, ,..., x unl)v--, 4&a >a.., +nJ)-+ 
B(wu, ,..., w,), where (I is an input symbol of rank K, symbols A, ,..., A, , B are states of 
the transducer, and w1 ,..., w, are strings of terminals and variables Xi,j . Intuitively, the 
transducer arrives at the top of the ith subtree of (I in state A, , holding mi translations 
of that subtree, and then moves up to a in state B, computing the n translations of the 
tree in terms of those of the subtree (using the wi). Thus it computes several translations 
of each subtree simultaneously, instead of just one (as in the case of the classical bottom- 
up tree transducer [IS]). Such bottom-up tree transducers were investigated recently in 
[64]. Their relationship to the top-down tree-to-string transducer should be clear. It is 
left to the reader to prove the analogue of Theorem 6.3. 

Theorem 6.3 and 3.2.5 show that ILB is a proper hierarchy with respect to the number 
of arguments. In the rest of this section we show that the class 01 of arbitrary 01 macro 
languages (see [28] for a definition) is also a hierarchy with respect to the number of 
arguments, with the same counterexamples as those in Theorem 3.2.5; see [47]. We start 
with LB. Let L, = {uln ... a& 1 n > O}. 

(6.4) LEMMA. For k 3 2, L, is in LB+,, but not in LBQ-,, . 

Proof. To see that L, is in LB+,, consider the grammar with rules 

S -+ A@,..., h), 

A@, ,..., cl) - alA(a2xla2 I a4x2u5 ,..., ~2~-2~R--la2k-l)~2k, 
A& , . . . . x& + x1x2 ... xlc-l . 

Note that this grammar is even triple linear. 
To prove that L, # LBpm2) we shall prove that if Lt, E LB,,) then L,-, E ILBc,, . This 

shows that if L, E LB+,, then L,-, E ILBt,-,, which is false by Theorems 6.3 and 
3.2.5. 

Assume that Lk E LB(,) for some s > 0 and let G = (N, d, S, R) be an LB(,) grammar 
generating L, . We first change G in such a way that for each sentential form 
q,Ah ,..., w,)v~+~ it knows alph(v,) for 0 < i < m + 1. It should be clear that this 
information can be “added” to the nonterminal A (by creating a new nonterminal Ad 
for each possible piece of information d, where d is, say, a mapping from {x0 , x1 ,..., x,+~} 
into the subsets of d). Suppose that the new G contains a rule A,(q ,..., x,) -+ 
q,B,(w, , . . . , w,)w,+~ such that e infbrms us that the string to the left of B contains a 
symbol different from a, (i.e., e(x,) e {al}). Th is means that, when this rule is used in a 
derivation of a string a,%@’ e.3 a5, the substring a,9 has already been generated and, 
therefore, the rest of the string is completely htermined. We can therefore change the 
above rule into A,(x, ,..., x,) + wOw[wl ,..., w,]w,+~ , where w E (d u X,)* is any string 
such that B,(x, ,..., x,) 9 w. A similar reasoning applies to ‘the right context of B,(...) 
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and azk . Hence, after these changes, all rules of type (a) are of the form A&r ,..., x,,J + 
%&(w, r--*9 w,)w,+, with w, E a: and w,+~ E a& . By replacing each a, and each ask in 
the rules by X, we obtain an ILBc,, grammar for the language {asnaan *a* a!&-1 1 n 3 0} 
and hence, by renumbering the a1 , for L,-, . This shows the lemma. fl 

Let OI(,, denote the class of all 01 macro languages that can be generated by 01 
macro grammars for which the nonterminals have at most rank K. The next theorem 
shows that {OIt,,} is a proper hierarchy. 

(6.5) THEOREM. FOY k 2 2,& iS Z?Z LB&,) b#t ?2Ot 2% oI(k-2). 

Proof. It was shown in the previous lemma that L, E LB,,-,, . It should be clear 
that L, # OIc,,, , because OI,,) = CF. For K 2 3 we shall show that if L, E OI+,, , then 
L, E LBl,-,, which is false by the previous lemma. 

As mentioned in [24] it was shown in [28] that if an 01 macro language has “property 
Pl,” then it is in LB. A language L over alphabet d has property Pl if the following 
holds: if xuy, xu’y, x’uy’, and x’u’y’ are in L, then u = u’ or (x, y) = (x’, y’). The 
construction involved in the proof of the above fact (see Lemma 4.3.6 of [28]) changes 
each rule A(x, ,..., x,,J -+ w into all possible rules A(x, ,..., x,J + w’, where w’ is ob- 
tained from w by substituting for each occurrence of a nonterminal, except one, a string 
generated by that nonterminal (cf. the proof of Lemma 6.4). Clearly this construction 
preserves the number of arguments (actually in [28] a normal form theorem is applied 
which preserves the number of arguments n only if n 3 2; it is however easy to provide 
a similar proof for the case n = 1). This shows that for n 3 1 if L E OI(,, and L has 
property Pl, then L E LB(,) . It is quite easy to see that, for k 3 3, Lk has property Pl. 
Hence, for k > 3, if L, E OI(&rj , then L, E LB(,-,, . This proves the theorem. 1 

It can be proved by similar methods that L, cannot be generated by an IO macro 
grammar with less than K - 1 arguments. 

CONCLUSION 

A survey has been given of the relationship between the top-down tree transducer 
and the ct-pd transducer, and several of their varieties obtained by determinism, monadic 
input alphabet (ETOL systems), copying-bound and metalinearity. Using results of [26] 
it was shown that many classes of tree transformation languages and indexed languages 
can be obtained by simple variations in the machine model, showing the similarities 
and differences between these two kinds of languages, which are related via the ETOL 
languages. 

For each of the transducers considered in this paper one may investigate closure under 
composition and, in case of a negative answer, whether their iteration gives rise to a 
proper hierarchy of classes of languages. Using the results of this paper (and in particular 
the concept of finite copying) it is shown in [23] that a proper hierarchy is obtained for 
the top-down tree transducer, the cs-pd transducer (= ETOL mapping) and the cs 
transducer (= 2-way gsm). 
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We mention the following areas of further research, apart from problems discussed 
in the paper such as restriction of rank (see after Theorem 5.1) and the properness of 
the inclusions in Corollary 5.6. 

(1) Polynomial copying. As mentioned before, a polynomial bound on the copying 
power of deterministic top-down tree transducers was investigated in [4], and, for the 
monadic case, in [6J It is worthwhile to investigate the corresponding classes of languages 
more deeply and to find a (pebble) machine model for them. 

(2) Extensions to both the ct-pd transducer and the s-pd machine. A generalization 
of both these machines might lead to a formal model of the syntax-directed translation 
of non-context-free languages. One possibility is to generalize the pushdown of the ct-pd 
transducer to be a stack or even an s-pd (still synchronized with the input pointer, of 
course). 
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